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50 Cents

Program hopes to keep families safe
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
& This is part of
Staff Writer
your tax dollars
Early in Dickie Walls' firefighting career, he helped res- coming back to you.
cue the Rioux family from a
burning garage apartment on
Broad Street. The mother,
father, and three children lived,
— Dickie Walls
but 7-year-old Amanda Lee
Murray Fire Marshal
Rioux died from smoke inhalation in the early-morning blaze
Dec. 28, 1994. The residence,
which was engulfed in flames,
The target audience for
did not have smoke detectors
smoke detectors is famiand had only one exit.
with children 14 and
Walls was the first fireman
nger and residents 65
to enter the two-story residence
older, but anyone is weland found daughter Tinesha,
to sign up for a home
then 6. She was not breathing
but had a pulse. He carried her
ion or new smoke
out of the home. She was treator. Anyone interested
ed at Vanderbilt Medical
call the Murray Fire
Center — and survived. From
that moment on, Walls committed to help prevent such a loss convenient than the traditional
for other families.
smoke detectors that require
Now, about a decade later, new batteries about every six
Walls is the city's fire marshal months.
and he leads fire prevention
The fire department has
efforts, using a national cur- teamed with local schools to
riculum for school-aged chil- ensure families have access to
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger
dren and installing smoke smoke detectors if they need
Times photos
detectors in local homes.
them. MFD sent out 3,500 surThis year, the Murray Fire veys to families who have chil- Murray Fire Marshal Dickie
Department has received two •dren in preschool through Walls. above, replaces an
Emergency
Federal
eighth grade in the Calloway out-dated smoke detector
Management Agency grants County and Murray school dis- in a Plainview Drive home
totaling nearly $47,000. That tricts. Walls has since received
Thursday. A federal grant is
money goes toward installing 1,200 responses — and about
allowing the Murray Fire
smoke detectors and safety 300 of those requested smoke
install
to
programs for children, college detectors. About 160 others felt Department
local
in
detectors
smoke
students and senior citizens.
comfortable with their smoke
"This'is part of your tax dol- detectors, but they were inter- homes for free. At right,
lars coming back to you," ested in firefighters performing Marion Elkins and Edwina
Walls told Murray residents home safety inspections.
Rogers listen as Walls tells
Marion Elkins and her adult
A local hardware store them about their new
Rogers
Edwina
daughter
He
detector.
group called Lowe's Heroes smoke
Thursday afternoon as he has helped install smoke detectwo new ones for
installed
installed a smoke detector. tors and Calloway County Firefive
"The program is funded by Rescue has joined in the effort the family that includes
children.
is
security
FEMA. Homeland
for county homes.
going beyond police and fire
"We are very pleased with
agencies."
the response we've gotten,"
"Yeah, it's coming into the said Walls, who spent the last
homes," Elkins quickly added. four years as fire inspector
Walls installed two new until recently having his job
smoke detectors in Elkins' changed to fire marshal.
Plainview Drive home. He also
Rogers'3-year-old grandson
replaced two out-dated detec- brought the survey home from
tors. The new detectors have
lithium batteries intended to
last 10 years — much more II See Page 2A
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Murray State Police get
new look with new cruisers
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray State University
Police want to be identifiable
while sporting some blue and
gold pride. And the department's
new cruisers may do just that as
they patrol the campus area.
MSU Police has four new
cruisers that feature a design the
officers wanted. A thick blue
stripe outlined in gold is diagonal on each side with "Police" in
the same colors but large letters
on top of that with "Murray
State" nearby in smaller letters.
The design also incorporates the
department's law enforcement
badge.
"We had a rather subdued
stripe scheme," MSU Police
Chief David Devoss said. "We
thought it would be nice to do
something different."
And people are noticing,
maybe because the cruisers are
something new and different.
The department still uses three
older vehicles, which feature a
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Murray State University Police patrol officers Mark
Johnson, left, and Bill Marcum pose next to the new
cruisers the department recently bought. The new cars
also feature a new design.
five-year-old design.
"People notice and stop the
officers to compliment their
cars," Devoss said."We want to
be identifiable so that everyone
can identify us as a police car.

rigr.

Even out-of-town visitors sometimes stop police, regardless of
which department they.are with,
for. directions or information

III See Page 2A

Fletcher
names new
homeland
security
director
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has
appointed a former cable television lobbyist as the state's
new director of homeland security.
Keith Hall, 31, will take over
for Erwin Roberts, v. ho was
promoted within the adininistration, Fletcher said. The
move was effective immediately.
"Keith will build a strong
foundation and take the efforts
that have been made and build
upon them, focusing on communication and garnering the
necessary resources to ensure
that our commonwealth is best
prepared to meet the unique
challenges presented in the
post-9/1I world.- Fletcher said.
Hall's promotion caps a week
of changes within the Fletcher
administration's upper leadership posts.
Roberts had taken a job as
deputy secretary of the
Environmental • and Public
Protection Cabinet. Fletcher
announced last week. But. earlier this week Roberts instead
was named secretary of the
Kentucky PersonnekCabinet.
Hall "knows Wash i ng ton
well," and had the support (AILS. Rep. Hal Rogers. R Somerset, Fletcher said. The
governor read a statement from
Rogers — who is the chairman
Appropriations
the
of
Subcommittee for Flonieland
Security — praising Hall's
appointment.
"He has my every confidence that the Office of
Homeland Security sill serve
as good stewards of the federal
dollars me and my colleagues
work hard to get- for
Kentucky,— Fletcher said.
quoting Rogers' written state-

NAMI offers training session
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
Mental illness is just that — an illness. It's an illness that effects
millions of American's and in its most severe form can be so debilitating that it can cause disability, suicide, incarceration and a host
of other problems for the suffering individual and their families.
The local chapter of the National Alliance for the Mentally HI is
doing there part to increase awareness and provide support and
education to those suffering from mental illness and their families.
On Monday night, the local chapter of NAMI will otter information on upcoming training sessions to teach citizens, and particularly law enforcement, how to recognize and react to someone
suffering from mental illness.
"Crisis intervention training is something NAMI developed to
train police officer and those working in facilities to identify when
someone is in a mental health crisis," said Rosemary Sarver, president of the local chapter."He teaches them to de-escalate the situation while meeting the needs of the person with a mental illness
and keeping the officer safe."
The class will be taught by state CIT trainer Jim Daily'during a
criminal justice class at Murray State University. Several law
enforcement officials will be present- including representatives
from the Murray City Police Department, the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and the Calloway County Jail.
The session will provide information about upcoming CIT training, a 40-hour course that is offered free by NAMI through grants
and taught by volunteers. Mental illness is treatable and between
70 and 90 percent of individuals have significant reduction of
symptoms and improved quality of life with a combination of pharmacological and psychosocial treatments and supports. according
to the NAMI Web site.
For more information about NAMI or mental illness, visit
www.nami.org. For more information about the upcoming training,
call Sarver at 623-6144

ment.

' From 2001 to 2003. Hall
lived in New York while w orking as a lobbyist for Insight
Communications, a cable wk.vision company. He also was
an aide to U.S. Rep. Anii
Northup. R-Louisville.
Most recently. Hall v.j•
Fletcher's deputy chief of stall
and a special assistant to the go‘ernor for boards and commissions. Previously. Hall also
worked at Lt. Gov. Steve Pence's
Louisville law firm. Pedley.
7_ielke. Gordinier and Pence.
"Kentucky is uniquely positioned with the leaders that we
have in Washington," Hall said.
Hall contributed $2.0(X) to
Fletcher's gubernatorial run.
and $1.000 to the governor's
gubernatorial exploratory committee preceding that campaign. according to the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance. He also gay e
Fletcher's older brother. Harold
Fletcher, a $250 contribution
for his failed state Senate bid.
according to financial records
filed with the state.
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Peterson found guilty
By The Associates Press
REDWOOD CITY. Calif.
(AP) — A jury convicted Scott
Peterson on Friday of murdering
his pregnant wife. Laci, and now
will decide whether the philandering husband whose lurid trial
Ten C0minalia44114
became a TV and tabloid sensation should pay with his life.
6.Thou 1022
Peterson, 32, was convicted of
any egru:en
one count of first-degree murder
I. no:,stictxtonzitaken
for killing his wife and one count
second-degree murder in the
of
8. Itsshitsat stril
Lord
death of the son she was carrying
— crimes that prosecutors said
were pan of a cold-blooded plot
to escape marriage and fatherhood for the freewheeling single
life. The five-month trial proved
irresistible to the tabloids. People
magazine and the cable networks
with its story of an attractive,
JOHN WRIGHTledger 8. Times photo
radiant young couple awaiting the
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will hold a chili supper today
from 5-7
birth of their first child, a cheating
p.m. with donations going to the conference ministries. Above is a photo
of the Ten
husband, and a slaying for which
Commandments displayed on the church's north side. Smaller signs similar
to this
prosecutors had no eyewitnesses.
one are available through Doris Robertson at 753-5048.
no weapon, not even a cause of
death.
Laci Peterson's mother sobbed
as the verdicts were read, and her
son wrapped his arm tightly
around
her. The victim's friends
what we hear."
From Front
Devoss said MSU officers
in
the
gallery,
arms around each
The old cars were more than are more prepared to respond to
other, cried. Scott Peterson
about the city. It's a way to inter- five years old and had more than a variety of emergenci
es than
act,with the people."
100.000 miles on them, Devoss they have ever been. He said the looked straight ahead with no
show of emotion as the verdict
In developing the new said. Dickie Turner. MSU's terrorist attacks Sept.
11, 2001,
was read, then stared down each
design. MSC officers looked at assistant director of transporta- and the priority given
to homedifferent departments and what tion services, coordinated the land security since
of the jurors as they were polled
have emphatheir cruisers look like. For return of the old vehicles to the sized law enforcemen
to confirm their decisions. The
t's duty.
instance.
Niurray
jurors
had serious looks on their
Police state motor pool in exchange for
"The university places a great
Department's cars incorporate two 2005 Ford Crown Victorias' deal of interest on safety
faces
and
did not appear to look
and
the city's shield.
and two 2005 Chevrolet security," Devoss said, "and we back.
"We are interested to see Impalas. They are, leased from are thankful they provide
us
what others do." Devoss said. the state. The monthly cost for with the equipment
and where"And we are gratified to hear the new cars is $414.
withal to do a good job.-

Ten Commandni

1. Thou shalt have no
other gods before
2. Thou shalt not make
unto thee
image
3. Thou shalt not take the name of the
thy God in vain
4. Remember the Sabbath day:to keep it holy.
5. Honor thy father and thy mother

•Police ...

;

•

AP photo
The crowd outside the Redwood City courthouse reacts
after the verdict is read in the Scott Peterson trial in
Redwood City, Calif., Friday. Peterson was found guilty of
two counts of murder for his wife, Laci and their unborn

son.
Cheers broke out among the
hundreds of onlookers who gathered outside the courthouse —
some of them pumping their fists
in celebration upon hearing the
news on the radio. They cheered
Laci Peterson's family and booed
Scott's as they left court. In the
Petersons'
hometown
of
Modesto, horns honked as the
news reached car radios.
"He's a sicko. He needs to fry.
I wanted to see that justice was
served," Bob Johnston said outside court.
The verdict capped a tumultuous seven days of deliberations
in which two jurors were

removed for unspecified reasons
and the judge twice told the panel
to start over. The final jury deliberated for about seven hours
Wednesday and Friday before
reaching its verdict, which the
judge prohibited from being carried on television except by audio
feed.
The same jury of six men and
six women will return Nov. 22 to
begin hearing testimony on
whether Peterson should die by
lethal injection or get life in
prison without parole. The former
fertilizer salesman faces the death
penalty because he was convicted
of multiple murders.
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"We Sell the Best & Service the Rest

FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) — public with four brand finalists. elimination round is open until
Kentucky will either be known They
were:
''Kentucky: the night of Sunday. Nov. 21.
as the state of "unbridled spirit" Unbridled Spirit," "Kentuuky: The winner is scheduled to be
or a place "where legends are Limitless," "Kentucky: Where announced Wednesday. Nov. 24,
born."
Legends Are Born" and the day before Thanksgiving.
Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher "Kentucky: Make History."
Kentucky signed a two-year
announced Friday that those
Both Kentucky residents and contract with New West LLC of
were the two finalists the public nonresidents can vote on the Louisville earlier this
year to
had chosen for Kentucky's new state's new image. either over handle the state's marketing
logo and slogan. A group of sev- the Internet, through the mail or efforts. The contract- was
estienth grade students from Silver in person at various spots mated to cost about $13.7
milGrove School in Northern throughout the state. Each week. lion, with most of
that to go
Kentucky joined Fletcher for the the administration is eliminating toward buying advertising
.
announcement. Last month, the one option based on weekly votTo. vote. visit www.kenadministration presented the ing results. Voting for the final tucky.gov/brand.

PoliceSherifflogs
Murray Police Department
• A car was reportedly washed off the road on Ky. 94 West near
Erwin at 10:04 a.m. Thursday. It involved entrapment. Murray
Fire Department also responded.
• A possible injury accident was reported at 6:14 p.m. Thursday
on Chestnut Street near the Murray State Curris Center. It was
actually a non-injury accident and witnessed by officers. MFD
and EMS also responded.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 10:46 p.m.
Thursday.
• An injury accident was reported at 11:10 p.m. Thursday about
two miles down Beach Road.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A lawnmower was reported on fire at 2:12 p.m. Wednesday on
Caldwell Road. The fire was spreading because of the leaves.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue also responded.
• An injury accident was reported at 6:59 p.m. Wednesday on Ky.
94 East and Ky. 80. MFD, CCFR and EMS were notified.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
• Sgt. Chris Glenn investigated a burglary on Murray Highway on
Thursday. Guy. E. Barker Jr. reported someone entered a shop
building and took items valued at more than $10,000. The investigation is continuing.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The funeral for a Marine killed in
action in Iraq will he Tuesday at a
Baptist church in Lexington.
Lance Cpl. Sean M. Langley.
20. died last Sunday in the Al
Anbar Province, according to the
U.S. Department of Defense.
Langley enlisted in the
Marines just days after the Sept.
11, 2001. terrorist attacks, and he
was in his second tour of Iraq
when he died.
He was a member of the 2nd
Battalion. 5th Marine Regiment,
1st Marine Division, 1st Marine
Expeditionary Force based at
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Langley was the 15th service
member to die in Iraq with a
Kentucky city listed as a hometown of record by the military.

1111 Families ...
From Front
Calloway County preschool.
"That's what excited me about
the letter he brought home —
the service itself," she said. "It's
free and at my convenience."
The tri-level house has four
bedrooms — three upstairs and

First United Methodist Church
503 Maple St.• Murral • 53-381 2

ttqk

Funeral Tuesday
for fallen Marine

CALL AND

Sip Up Now!

What is Upward
Basketball & Cheerleadine

one downstairs — Elkins said,
sitting on the main level. One
smoke detector was in the main
living area and another was outside the upper-level bedrooms.
Walls replaced those and also
installed two detectors on the
bottom level — one outside that
bedroom and another in the living area down there.
"I am certainly aware and I
want to do everything I can to
protect us," Elkins said.
Walls said the other simple
prevention step is having a fire
escape plan. Elkins agreed,
especially with all the people
living in that house.
Elkins owns the home and
her two adult daughters live
there with five children, including the 3-year-old and two teenagers.
"Show the kids two ways out
a window and a door — and
have a place to meet," Walls
explained. "That way when we
arrive, we know if everyone is
out or not. If they aren't, that's

the first thing we'd do. Go in
and get them. If you have a plan,
we are put at less risk."
The leading cause of death
and hospitalization among children 14 years old and younger is
preventable injuries, such as
fires, automobile accident, bicycle wrecks, choking, drowning
and gunshot wounds. Walls said.
The national curriculum, called
Risk Watch, was developed by
the National Fire Protection
Association with funding from
the Lowe's Home Safety
Council.
Risk Watch is being used by
teachers at Calloway schools for
preschool through fifth grades
and in Murray schools through
third grade. Walls also hopes to
implement a middle school curriculum.
"They are still doing reading
and writing," Walls said. 'They
are just using a safety message
to do it."
And Walls knows just how
important that safety message is.

EYES & EYE
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)
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Public Service Commission approves rate hike
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Public Service
Commission has approved a
$2.76 million rate hike for Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc.
Residential customers will see
an average increase of about $5
per month on their gas bills, an
increase of about 6.6 percent. The
company was asking the PSC to
approve a $4.28 million rate hike.

Customers will also see their
charge
minimum
monthly
increase by $1.80, from $8 to
$9.80, according to a PSC news
release. The company was seeking to increase the monthly minimum charge to $12.50.
Delta provides gas services to
about 39,700 customers in 23 central and eastern Kentucky counties. The PSC approved a smaller

increase than Delta was seeking
for various reasons, including that
it did not allow the company to
charge rate payers for "bonuses,
stock options and Christmas dinners and gifts" for its board of
directors, according to the
release:The company maintained
that some of the expenses which
the NC did not allow were costs
that could legitimately be passed

on to customers. However, the
NC said in its order that "'every
valid and necessary expense
should not necessarily be borne
solely by rate payers." according
to the release.
Delta began charging customers
its proposed rate on Oct. 7. It now
has to refund the difference to its
customers, with interest. Delta's
last general rate hike was in 1999.

International Education Week planned
International
Education held from 3:30-4:40 p.m. This
Week is slated for Nov. 15-19, forum will include discussions
Islamic
Politics and
on the campus of Murray State on
University. This year's theme is Movements: The Case in
"Whose Global Village is 'it Jordan, by Dr. Ghassan Halasa.
Anyway?" The event will fea- and Iranian Student Adjustment
ture various activities that are to Higher Education in the
centered on political and inter- United States: Impact Analysis
national issues that affect the of Issues, Perspectives, and
Experience, by Mitra Ahi.
global environment.
The next panel is set for 4:30The opening reception will
be Monday, Nov. 15, in the 6 p.m. This forum will include
Venustas,
on
Curris Center Ballroom at 5:30 discussions
p.m. Winners of the public Utilitas, Firmitas: Architecture
school art & essay contest will as Social Contract, by Dean
be awarded and recipients of the Sandra Jordan of the college of
faculty globalization grants will humanities & fine arts;
be recognized. The reception Marketing Scotland's Golf
will also welcome Murray's new Toursim Industry, by Velvet
manufacturer, Milkman; and Don Juan &
industrial
to
community. Modern Morality, by Dr.
the
Webasto,
Representatives from the com- Barbara Cobb. This forum was
originally presented at the
pany will be present.
A discussion panel titled Europe in Transition professionFrom the African Village to the al development summer proGlobal Village will follow the gram.
Access to Health Services
reception, from 6:30-7:30 p.m.,
the World will wrap up
Around
Barkley
Center
Curris
the
in
Room. Featured speakers will the day's events. This panel will
include Nadia Aboualitheir, Dr. be held from 6-8 p.m. in the
Michael Morgan, Catherine Freed Curd Auditorium of the
Nyini. Nam-Yassin Sarr and Dr. Center for Industry and
Technology.
Eugene Ngezem.
An International Bazaar will
Various discussion panels
will take place on Tuesday. Nov. be held on Wednesday. Nov. 17,
16, in the Curris Center Barkley from 9:30 am.- 2 p.m.. in the
panel: Curris Center Ballroom. The
first
Room. The
Challenging the Barriers to bazaar will feature international
Inclusion for Persons with students and their countries.
Disabilities in the Global International students will proCommunity will be from 10-11 vide information on the culture.
a.m. The panel will feature political system, economic sysspeakers Dr. Jo Ann Hammons, tem, language. etc., of their
Dr. Arlene Hall and Dr. Jo native land.
Also on Wednesday. a series
Robertson.
will occur in the Curris
panels
of
Global
The
titled
program
'A
Village and Its Effects will take Center Barkley Room. The first.
place from 12:30-1:30 p.m. This Discover Korea. Discover
program will feature various China, Europe in Transition.
topics that will be presented by will be held from 4:30-6 p.m.
three different speakers. The The panel moderators are Meg
forum will begin with The Brown and Mike Kemp.
Double Face of Globalization: Participants in the panel include:
Africa and the Paradox of Corky Broughton. Ann Neelon.
Global Prosperity, by Dr. Doris Clark-Parham. Debbie
Eugene Ngezem. Influencing Owens. Staci Stone. Renae
Robertson.
Don
the Global Village, by Dr. Ann Duncan,
Martin
Jordan.
Beck, will follow. The discus- Michael
Muller.
Stephanie
and
Milkman,
Patriot
USA
the
of
Effects
sion,
Act, by Thomas Glover, will The program will also include
information on applications and
conclude the event.
A panel on The Multicultnral
Citizen will be held from 2:303:30 p.m. The panel will include
Tonight will be
speakers Dr. Irina Ustinova,
HIGH.
• mostly clear.
Angela Alcoa, Nadia Ebrahim.
Sunday will be
Qiao Lee, Omar Quaddumi,
mostly sunny
Sik
Keun
and
Elena Vassiliou,
with highs in
Suh.
the upper 60s.
A forum on Middle Eastern
Sunday night
Culture-Here and There will be
will be partly
cloudy with
MURRAY
lows in the
lower 40s.

WEATHER
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selection processes for professional development opportunities that faculty and professional
staff can participate in.
The panel. Nationalism in the
Age of Global Uncertainty: The
Middle East, France & Germany
and the United States, will be
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. This panel
will include speakers Dr. Chris
Bierwirth, Dr. Bill Schell, and
Dr. Terry Strieter.
The Green Globe panel will
kick off Thursday's activities.
The panel will be from 10-10:45
a.m. in the Curris Center
Barkley Room. This panel will
about
discussions
feature
Teaching as Social Activism:
French for a Green Planet. by
Dr. Therese Saint Paul and The

Effects of Ecotourism on the
Environment and Traditional
Culture in the Philippines: A
Study of Development Policy
and Practice, by Candi Duffer.
Keynote speaker Gary Shaw
of the International Justice
Mission, will present the
keynote address on Thursday in
the Curris Center Theatre from
II a.m.-I2:15 p.m.
International Education
Week concludes on Friday. Nov.
19, with Daf Performance by
Mitra Ahi, in the Curris Center
Barkley Room from 5-5:45 p.m.
For more information about
IEW visit online at www.murraystate.edu/qacdkip/cip.htm or
call (270) 762-2398 or 7625429.

Photo provided

A guest recital featuring the University of Oklahoma
Brass Quintet will be held Monday at Murray State
University. The program will begin at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Hall. The MSU department of music
is sponsoring the event. The performance will feature works by composers Cole Porter. Roland
Barrett, Samuel Scheidt. and Joel Sanchez.
Trumpeters Karl Sievers and Jay Wilkinson, hornist
Eldon Matlick, trombonist Irvin Wagner and tuba performer Brian Dobbins are scheduled to perform.

Corrections
In a story in Friday's Ledger
Calloway County's
about
Board of Education meeting,
Bob Hargrove was incorrectly
identified. He was representing
the booster club. Hal Perry is
the president.
In a cutline in Tuesday's
paper regarding a veterans display at the Calloway County
Public Library, the display will
be visible until Dec. I.

$ Any 5-inch Pizza

I

(excetthe Everything)

$ Any Wrap

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

$ Order of Cheesebread or Cheesticks
$399 Medium-sized Poor 'oy,
Ham & Cheese or Reuben
Prices do not include drink & tax: Offer good thru 12/31/04

leafs

Town Crier
NOTICE •
• The Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board is scheduled to meet Monday. Nov. 15.
at 6 p.m. in the conference
room of the Chamber of
Director and
Commerce.
committee reports are on the
agenda.
Kentucky
The
•
Cabinet's
Transportation
Department of Highways will
close Wiswell Road (Ky. 1550)
at mile marker 3.51 in
Calloway County near Oaks
Country Club Road on
Monday. The road will be
closed from about 9 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. Work will start
immediately after the morning
bus route and is expected to
finish in time for bus traffic in
the afternoon. The closure is
required to replace a cross
drain. There will be no marked
detour.
• To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

Rotary
Club
Telethon
Tune in to Murray Rotary Club's
annual community telethon to see local
celebrities promote local businesses.

November 15 - 18
from 7 - 10 p.m.
Channels:
Murray Electric Channel 15
Charter Channel 19

Monday, Nov. 15
Calloway County Schools
Tuesday, Nov. 16
Murray Independent Schools
Wednesday, Nov. 17
Murray State University
Thursday, Nov. 18
Community Focus
Murray Rotary Club Telethon is sponsored by local bu.mcs.c.
All programming is produced locally. Hosted by MSt'l V I I

Medium-sized
Lasagna, Spaghetti
or baked Spaghetti

P1::a & Italran Restaurant sin,. P-I-2

970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 270-753-2975

Con

.
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Convenience
Being sick is never convenient.
When you — or especially your
little ones — are sick, the last
thing you need is a hassle getting
into a doctor's office.
Primary Care Medical Center
provides medical care when it is
convenient for you — including
evenings and weekends.
If your daughter develops a
fever after dinner, or your son is
injured at his Saturday morning
baseball game. Primary Care
Medical Center is ready to lend a
hand. You do not have to make an
appointment or an expensive trip,
to the emergency' room!
Medical care has never been
more caring and convenient,
thanks to Primary Care Medical
Center.

Open Nights
&Weekends

Urgent
ry&tare
•fr Clinic

759-9200
Hours:
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building • 3(X) South Eighth Street
Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 759-9200 or (800)932-2122
Robyn Hughes, \ •.lice Hughes,\II)• llollis( lark. \ID • Ilanid l%iitkr. NM • Michael Warns, MD
Stan Koh. Nip • mi -,1% ( nit. M.( • him It‘ars. R\l'• ildrva NIel‘in.
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Black Drink
age by southeastern Native
While attending a conference in Charleston last year. our Americans was confined to
selected males.(In Texas, the
long-time friend-an eccentric,
beverage was used more combut scholarly. Alabama expatrimonly and with less ritual by
ate now from Ohio--expounded
both sexes, primarily as cafat length about properties of an
feine-laden stimulant.) In the
unusual holly
Southeast, the beverage was
tree indigeused primarily when councils
nous to the
convened, when tribes received
southeastern
visiting emissaries, when young
United State
men were initiated into council
and abundani
membership, or in purifying
around an
warriors for battle or hunts.
old Alabama
Very often, it was served in
toil he owns.
large ceremonial conch shells.
The
which also came from the
Native
coasts.
Americans of
Yaupon holly got its repulhis Alabama
sive Latin name because early
area had
witnesses testified that Native
'
Sterns
brewed from
Americans consuming it often
this holly
By Larry
regurgitated. It is questionable,
something
McGehee
however, that the brew was
our friend
Syndicated
itself an emetic. The vomiting
called "Black
Columnist
often accompanied the partakDrink". and
ing, but probably was induced
he and his
by the partakers themselves.
daughter had
Heads of councils wanted
been busily researching this
assurances that the councilmen
drink. But this old friend, longwere not intoxicated when mattime a university president, is
ters of state were being disknown to engage occasionally
cussed, and cleansed stomachs
in hyperbole and elongatedindicated pure hearts.
truths, and we assumed that to
Vomiting, of course, adds to
be the case in his discourse on
the stereotype of Native
"black drink."
Americans as "savages". But
Well, as it turns out, our
one needs to recall that in high
friend (who brought two dead
society in Europe, the practice
Ohio cicadas to our daughter's
of women leaving the men to
wedding rehearsal dinner to
place on my wife's dinner plate) their liquor and cigars after formal dinners was actually so that
is far from being alone in his
chamber pots could be passed
quest for knowledge of Black
around among the men. In
()rink. An entire book on the
many ways, Black Drink rituals
subject has been produced by
remind us of Japanese or
botanists. anthropologists, and
Chinese tea ceremonies. There
archeologists.
is some belief that the practice
• Edited by Charles M.
can be dated back as far as
Hudson. University of Georgia
1000 B. C., and one early
professor emeritus of anthroAmerican naturalist tried to use
pology, Black Drink: A Native
it to prove Native Americans
America Tea (University of
were Chinese who had come
Georgia Press, 20(4. 135 pp..
across the Bering Strait. Several
$19.95 paperback), contains
American naturalists recorded
essays by -University of Florida
the yaupon holly and the brewanthropologist Charles H.
William Byrd. John Lawson,
- Fairbanks, Harvard arboretum
William Bantam, Mark
botanist Shiu Ying Hu,
Catesby, Benjamin Smith
University of Michigan anthroBarton, and Constantine
pologist William L. Merrill,
Florida State Museum associate Rafinesque.
The yaupon brew served
curator in archeology Jerald T.
religious, medical, governance,
Milanich, and Smithsonian
and social purposes. It is reputcurator of North American ethed to have a slightly bitter taste
nology William C. Sturtevant.
and aromatic odor.
The unique holly tea in
White settlers in the former
question-from the only holly in
America known to produce caf- Native American lands sometimes touted yaupon tea as a
feine-appears under many
substitute for coffee, tea, or hot
names in literature dating back
chocolate, and as a means to be
to 1542. Spaniards called the
stimulated without getting
tea te del indio or chocolate del
drunk. Some southern regions
indio, the French called it
used the brew as a caffeine
Apalachine or Apalachia, the
source in the Civil War when
English called it South-Sea tea.
coffee and tea were no longer
the English and North
available because of Yankee
Carolinians called it yaupon
embargoes. Very little use is
tea. Appalachian tea. and
made of the recipe in the South
Carolina tea, and South
today. except for a little island
Carolinians and Florida
area off the coast of North
Spaniards called it cassina. The
Carolina.
tree's preferred popular,name is
Tobacco was linked with
the "yaupon holly", and its cormany of the yaupon tea rituals,
rect scientific name is the
somewhat disgusting Ilex vomi- in the form of smoking clay
pipes. One of the most interesttotoria.
The yaupon holly grows best ing essays(by Charles
Fairbanks) in this book specuand most abundantly along the
lates on why southerners are in
southeastern coasts of the
the habit of "ten-minute breaks"
Atlanta and the Gulf. Native
(invented by Stonewall Jackson
Americans on the coast and
when marching his army and
inland as well (it had high trade
afterward a southern "Coke-and
value) made ritualistic purificasmoke" practice), and why
tion uses of it. The leaves were
gathered while still new and the yaupon extract was by-passed
in favor of coffee, iced tea, and
leaves were parched and then
Coca-Cola in the South. In
pulverized. Tea was made by
South America. a similar brew
adding water to the powder and
from another holly, yerba mate,
boiling it.
has universal appeal and marConsumption of the beverkets.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By George Gedda

Carter sees hope for Palestinian
accommodation with Israel
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former President Jimmy Carter
said Thursday the death of
Yasser Arafat robs the
Palestinian people of"indispensable leadership" and he joined
other American Middle East
analysts in expressing hope that
Arafat's successors will find
peace with Israel.
Carter, architect of the 1978
Camp David agreement
between Israel and Egypt, said
Arafat "was the father of the
modem Palestinian nationalist
movement. A powerful human
symbol and forceful advocate,
Palestinians united behind him
in their pursuit of a homeland."
Caner added he is hopeful
an emerging Palestinian leadership can benefit from Arafat's
experiences "and be successful
in helping to forge a Palestinian
state living in harmony with
their Israeli neighbors."
Former President Bill
Clinton called Arafat a symbol
of Palestinian hopes and aspirations but said he regretted that
Arafat "missed an opportunity"
for a settlement at IsraeliPalestinian peace talks that
Clinton convened at Camp
David in 2000.
Clinton said in a statement
that he prays for the day "when
the dreams of the Palestinian
people for a state and a better
life will be realized in a just
and lasting peace."
The Washington-based
Council on American-Islamic
Relations said Arafat's passing
could reinvigorate Middle East
peace efforts provided the
United States changes its focus

to help "free the Palestinian
people from Israeli occupation."
Said Sen. Diane Feinstein,
D-Calif, "It is all-important that
the new leadership be dedicated
to achieving peace between the
two parties."
Dennis Ross, who spent a
decade as U.S. Middle East
peace negotiator, said Arafat •
shunned democracy and was an
impediment to peace. He
expressed hope that new leadership can chart the way to an
accommodation.
Rep. Eliot Engel, D-N.Y.,
said Arafat's death opens "enormous possibilities" for peace.
But, he said, success depends
on dismantling Hamas and
other independent Palestinian
militias. If that doesn't happen.
Engel said,"then we're back to
square one."
The New York-based
Conference of Presidents of
Major Jewish Organizations,
said new Palestinian leadership
"could put an end to terrorism
and renew the prospect of
peaceful coexistence with the
state of Israel."
It said that Arafat "chose to
continue on the route of violence, terror and corruption."
The Arab-American Institute
said the Palestinian people
refused to accept the fate that
others had determined for them
and,"under Arafat's leadership,
sought dignity and justice." It
acknowledged, however, that
Arafat was reviled in the United
States.
Robert Satloff, executive
director of the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy,

AP Photo

Palestinian artist Baha Al Khedra works on a mural
depicting Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat at his former
headquarters in Gaza City.
called Arafat "a significant
obstacle" to peace.
Daniel Pipes, director of the
Philadelphia-based Middle East
Forum, predicted that the anarchic situation that has prevailed
in the Palestinian territories will
continue.

"If you don't have gunmen,
you don't count," Pipes said.
He added: Arafat "showed that
it was possible through murder
and deceit to become a Nobel
Peace Prize winner, something
thatwe hadn't known was possible."

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
Since I was about 4 years old. I've thought about being a
teacher. Teachers are the backbone of our world. Nov. 15-19 is
American Education Week. I would like to salute all the teachers
and staff in the community, and I would invite every member of
this community to salute all teachers and staff as well.
I now am a freshman at Calloway County High School. and my
dream is still to becomei teacher. I hope I can live up to all the
standards of our teachers in our school system and be a great
teacher like them.
Thank you teachers for giving us the gift of knowledge.
lasemine Can-Calloway County High School FEA member
To the Editor.
November is Adoption Awareness Month. Often, young women
experiencing an unplanned pregnancy think abortion or parenting
are their only options. Adoption can he a far better solution for
both infant and mother.
When making an adoption plan. the birth mother gives the gift
of life, is not forced to parent prematurely and plans what she
believes is in the best interest of her infant. We want women to
know there are positive alternatives to abortion or parenting prematurely. They can choose adoption and let their babies have an
adoptive family who is waiting to provide a child with love and a
•
stable home environment.
If you know someone who is interested in adoption services for
birth parents or adoptive parents. information regarding agencies
across Kentucky — including Kentucky Baptist Homes for
Children — can be found at the Kentucky Adoption Coalition's
Web site, wwW.kentuckyadoptioncoalition.org.
Sincerely,
Barbara Lee
Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children Pregnancy and Adoptii,n
Services Director
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Obituaries
Jesse B. McKinney
Jesse B. McKinney,82, College Farm Road. Murray
, died Friday,
Nov. 12, 2004, at 8:17 a.m. at West Kentuc
ky Veterans Center,
Hanson.
A retired self-employed building contractor,
he was an Army veteran of World War 11. He
was a Member of Cherry Corner Baptist
Church where he served as a deacon for over
50 years and taught a Sunday school class.
One daughter, Barbara Norsworthy, three
sisters, Grace Moffitt, Judy Fortenberry and
Emma Lee McCuiston,and two brothers, Leo McKinn
ey and Carlos
McKinney. all preceded him in death. Born Oct.
20, 1922, in
Calloway County, he was the son of the late C.J. McKinn
ey and Mae
McClure McKinney.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Neva Ferguson
McKinney, to
whom he was married Dec. 1, 1945; two grandso
ns. Jeffrey Lynn
Norsworthy and wife, Melissa, New Provid
ence, and James
Marshall Norsworthy and wife. Shannon. Almo;
five great-grandchildren, Michelle Norsworthy, Irene Norswo
rthy, Jesse
Norsworthy, Brandy Byers and Sarah Frick; two sisters,
Mrs. Ola
Outland, Murray, and Mrs. Gladys Tucker and
husband, Earl,
Hopkinsville; two brothers, James McKinney and wife,
Odessa, and
Loyd McKinney and wife. Grace, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Monday at II a.m. in the chapel
of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Roy Gibson will officiat
e. Burial
will follow in the McCuiston Cemetery at New Concor
d.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Sunday
.

Mrs. Rebecca Pruitt
Mrs. Rebecca Pruitt, 74, Elm Grove Road, Almo, died
Friday.
Nov. 12, 2004, at 8:50 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She was a member of Coles Camp Ground United Methodi
st
Church.
Born Nov. 22, 1929, in Big Rock, Tenn., she was the daughte
r of
the late Frank Shemwell and Fannie Heflin Shemwell. One
brother,

Genie Shernwell, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Robert Pruitt, to whom she
was
married Nov. 10, 1951; six sons. Sammy Pruitt and wife.
Yvonne,
Ronnie Pruitt and wife, Gwenn, and Darrell Pruitt and wife.
Cindy,
all of Murray, Marvin Pruitt and wife, Nancey, Hazel,
and Randy
Pruitt and Danny Pruitt and wife, Sonica, all of Almo; one
sister,
Mrs. Almedia Harp, Clarksville, Tenn.; four grandchildren,
Jeremy
Pruitt. Robert Franklin Pruitt, Mary Elizabeth Pruitt and
Jacob
Pruitt.
The funeral will be Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Stewart will officiat
e.
Burial will follow in the Coles Camp Ground Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Saturday).

Grover W. Ford
The funeral for Grover W. Ford will be today (Saturday) at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton
. The
Rev. George Culp and the Rev. John Shultz will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Benton Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy 'may be made to the American Cancer
Society, c/o Betty Haley, 6935 Brewers Highway, Benton
, KY
42025.
Mr. Ford, 80. Benton. died Thursday. Nov. 11, 2004, at 12:15
a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
One son, Larry Parker, one sister, Geneva Wieneke, one brother,
Wilford Ford, and his stepmother, Alice Lovett Ford, all precede
d
him in death. He was the son of the late Ell Ford and Ruth Durard
Ford.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anna Hendrickson Ford; two
daughters, Mrs. Suzanne Gibson. Dexter, and Mrs. Charolett Faulk,
Madisonville; three sons, Ronnie Ford, Gary Ford and Harold
Ford,
all of Benton; two brothers. Harland E.(Bub) Ford. Benton, and Joe
(Nookie) Ford, Columbia, Tenn.; 17 grandchildren; seven
greatgrandchildren.

Arafat's death inspires mourning,
hope among Palestinian Americans

By The Associated Press
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
Last summer. Motaz Herzallah
needed $65,000 for an operation
on a cancerous brain tumor. He
said he sent an appeal to
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
through contacts in the West
Bank and received a check within
three days.
"He saved my life," said
Herzallah, a 43-year-old father of
three whose family knew someone in the Palestinian Foreign
Ministry.
Few Palestinian Americans
have such a personal link to
Arafat. but his death still resonates powerfully among those
who started new lives in the
United States. He was a symbol
of the struggle for an independent
state, even though many disAP photo
agreed with him about how to Dozens of people march Friday in Dearborn. Mich., to protest Israeli and U.S. policies
toward
Palestinians. The march was held on Al-Ouds Day.
achieve that goal.
the last Friday of the Islamic
"It's a very, very sad day for holy month of Ramadan. Al-Ouds, meaning the holy," is the Arabic name for
Palestinians," said Zahi Damuni, Jerusalem. The protest came a day after the death of Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat,
a biotech researcher in San Diego but was planned beforehand.
who, like others interviewed "Little
Arabia" section of ter dispute between Israel and the
Ghommed. IS. an Israeli who
around the United States, hoped Anahei
m, Calif., where Arab Palestinians acknowledged the
lives in Nazareth and was in
the loss of Arafat would inspire
American businesses revitalized arrival of a historic moment
, a Louisville. Ky., as part of a 13renewed efforts to resolve their a struggl
ing neighborhood, pho- possible chance to restart the
member Israeli choir that joined a
conflict with Israel.
tos of Arafat appeared on store stalled peace process.
10-member Palestinian instruArafat, who died early window
s. Mohammed Elkhatib,
"I think we can live together — mental group which
Thursday at a Paris hospital, was a Palestin
performed
ian who owns a cafe, it's possible," said Elham
Thursday at a priVate school.
considered an elder statesman in said
a friend came in crying
some parts of the world and a ter- shortly
after the announcement in
rorist in others. Even Palestinians Paris. It
was late, but the cafe was
were divided while he was alive. packed
with people smoking flaIn Michigan, home to about vored tobacco
and celebrating
350,000 Arab Americans, some the Islamic
rear Reyeat
holy month of
were saddened by the uncertain Ramada
•ssignmel.tr cirorhes ilt
n.
prospects of the Palestinian
"People were crying. They
Men
• Women • Children
movement and wondered if any- were all over
the streets here on
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles• Maternity• Nursi
ng
one could replace Arafat.
the sidewalks watching TV's. lis"It's a major loss for us because tening to radios. It
was a big
20%---3O% Off In Novembi'or
we don't know that we're going shock for us." said Elkhati
b, 25. a
Name Brand Clothes Out Daily
to get anybody that is going to former U.S. Army soldier.
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-020
have that dynamism and that kind
7
Like many Palestinians. he has
of personal charisma." said Yusif mixed feelings about Arafat and
Barakat, a psychotherapist who his legacy.
was born in Haifa and traveled
"Everybody makes mistakes ....
from his home Pinckney to but he just wanted his country
Dearborn to mourn with friends.
back." Elkhatib said.
The news spread fast in the
People on both sides of the hit-
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Shelton Womack
Shelton Womack,65, of Mayfield, died Friday. Nov. 12, at 11:50
a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
A member of Grace Christian Ministries, he was a retired carpenter.
Survivors include two daughters, Heather Anderson of Mayfield
and Cindy Chapman of Murray; a sister. Geraldine Jones of Arizona:
and four grandchildren.
He was preceded in death by two brothers, Jimmy and Darrell
Womack. He was the son of the late Joseph and Willie Lorene
Davenport Womack.
Services will be Sunday at I p.m. at Brown Funeral Home in
Mayfield. Rev. Greg Hussey, Rev. James Miller and Rev. Kes in
Higgins will officiate. Burial will be at Rozzell Chapel.
Active pallbearers will be David Clapp, Gayle Clapp, Jimmy
Tatum, James Winters, Paul Dillon, Larry McKinney and Ronnie
Bone. Honorary pallbearers will be Brittany Chapman. Whittany
Chapman, Madison Womack, Chace Anderson, Chelsea Embrey,
Ian Howard and Cullen Howard.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today (Saturday) at Brown Funeral
Home.

Rebecca Ann Kirby
Rebecca Ann Kirby, 59, of Dawson Springs. died Thursday. Nov.
11, 2004 at 4:30 a.m. at Dawson Point Nursing Home. Dawson
Springs.
She was a homemaker.
She is survived by two daughters, Angie Goodaker of Smithland
and Melinda Wild of Benton; two sisters. Susan Scott of Murray and
Mary Futrell of Symsonia; one brother, William (Bill) Graham
of
Benton; and six grandchildren.
She was the daughter of the late Grover Cleveland Graham and
Letha Mae Collier Graham.
Graveside service will be Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at Hillcrest
Cemetery, Benton. Rev. Roy Gibson will officiate.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home in
Benton.

Coin toss determines winner
in Florida city council race
GROVELAND, FIa. (API — The state that is the king of
bizarre election finishes added another page to its quirky
electoral history Friday: a city council race decided by a coin
toss.
G.P. Sloan, 77, and Richard Flynn, 75, etpch received 689
votes in the Nov. 2 election. No one emerged a winner
after
two recounts, so the candidates and three dozen support
ers
gathered for a coin flip Friday in the community center of this
town of 4.400 residents located 25 miles west of Orlando.
The city manager flipped a bicentennial dollar coin, and
Flynn shouted "Heads." City manager Jason Yarborough
caught it and flipped it on to the back of his hand. "Tails it
is," Yarborough said, giving Sloan the victory.
"This is a very unusual occurrence in this day and age
when we have such sophisticated mechanisms to vote on,
such as a touchscreen computerized voter system." said
Mayor Connie Fleetwood."We've come down to a coin toss."
Florida law provides that candidates "draw lots" to determine a winner in the event of a tie. County election supervi
sors can determine the method of drawing lots, and Lake
County in the past has used a coin toss.
Sloan and Flynn said they thought the method for choosing a winner was fair.
"I would just as soon shoot an eight-ball or shoot halls
from the foul line or have a game of hearts," Flynn
joked.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
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Eyecare Specialties
'Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
*Budget & Designer
• Eyewear
Dr. brill M. Adams •Contacts For Astigmatism
308 S. 12th St. and Bifocals
759-2500
0Most Insurance Accepted

To subscribe,
call 753-1916
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We Stand Behind Our

Familiarfaces, convenient shopping,fine
dining — you'llfind it all at home in Murray
& Calloway County. Begin your holiday season
here during our Holiday Open House.

Work. Over 30 Years Experience.

KENTUCKY

Chamber OfCommerce
www.murraylink.com
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October hostesses

JO BURKEENtedger & Times photo
Serving as hostesses for the October meeting of
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were, from left, Jan Hough, Oneida Boyd
and Martha Enix. The wrong photo was published
on Wednesday. The department will have its fundraising auction Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the club
house.
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,
HospitalMenus

"Heart-Smart" is the program for the menus in the
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diet.
Menus, subject to occasional
change, for the week of Nov.
15-21 have been released as
follows:
Monday - taco salad, 'tortilla chicken casserole, country style steak, nachos with
cheese sauce. 'refried beans,
•Mexicali corn, 'Capri blend
vegetables, potato and bacon
soup.
Tuesday - 'salmon patty,
prime rib sandwich on homemade bun, •roast turkey
breast, corn bread sage
dressing, 'seasoned green
beans. *baby carrots, baked
potato, Wisconsin cheese
soup.
Wednesday - beef tips
in mushroom sauce. 'fish
filet almondine, 'grilled chicken caesar wrap. 'tender noo-

mit."ifinalinall

dles, broccoli casserole, rice
pilaf,
'steamed
yellow
squash, Italian
wedding
soup.
Thursday
Domino's
pizza, •sour cream baked
chicken, meat loaf, new potatoes, corn pudding, 'tender
spinach, vegetable medley,
cream of broccoli soup.
Friday - prime sea strips

BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Galloway County
Senior Citizens are now in our
facility at the George Weak'
Community Center, 607 Poplar
St.. Murray. We invite you to
check our facility and the mans.
services offered. Our telephone
number is 753-0929...
We invite you to come and
join us for lunch which will
he served Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for a donation of $1.50. Low fat milk.
coffee and ice tea are our daily
choices of beverages. Meals
are also sent to private homes.
The center offers transportation on a daily basis from
9:15 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you
live in the city limits and need
a ride to our center, the doctor, grocery store, hank or pharo
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

mac)+, call at least one day ni, corn bread, margarine and
ahead of time to schedule your apple.
ride.
Tuesday events include
Our exercise room is open Strength and Stretch Class from
Monday through Friday from 8 to 9 a.m. in the gym, and
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who Ping Pong from 1:30 to 3:30
are 60 and older are invited p.m. in the gym. Our annual
to exercise at no cost. We also Thanksgiving meal will be
have two indoor Shuffleboard .served at 11:30 a.m. Turkey
Courts available. Our basket- breast and gravy, dressing, brocball court is also open for a coli, cranberry sauce, roll, marvariety of games and times. garine and pumpkin pie will be
Times are also set aside for on the lunch menu.
women only. Contact the cenWednesday events include
ter for more details.
Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
Activities and menus for the Powder Puff Pool will be from
week of Nov. 15-19 have been 10 to 11:30 a.m. and Pinochle
released as follows:
Club at 12:15 p.m. Stride with
Monday events include Arm- Pride Walkers will not be held
chair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.. today. Those who have signed
Stride with Pride Walkers at up for the Union City shopping
10 a.m. to go walk at the trip should be ready to leave
RSEC, Bingo at 12:30 p.m.. the center at 9 a.m. On the
Caregivers Support Group at lunch menu will be roast beef
12:30 p.m. in the Education au it's, sweet potatoes. cauliroom and Line Dancing at 2 flower with cheese sauce. bisp m. in the gym. On the lunch cuit, margarine and strawberry
menu will be fish pattie, white whip.
beans, tomatoes and zucchinThursday events include

bean-carrot blend, cheesy
potato casserole, 'chicken
gumbo.
Saturday - *stuffed peppers, 'confetti chicken casserole, chopped steak with
• gravy, 'turnip greens, 'pinto
beans, mashed potatoes,
asparagus-pea
casserole,
soup of the day.
Sunday - fried chicken.
baked . pork chop, BBO
mesquite chicken, baked
beans, 'green beans, glazed
carrots. 'baked potato, soup
of the day.
*denotes heart-smart selection

Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m., Ready to Paint Ceramics Class from 9 to 11 a.m.,
Shuffleboard League will play
at 9:30 a.m. at 12:30 p.m. and
Canasta at 12:30 p.m. The Merry
Murray Red Hatters will have
lunch at the Wild Raspberry at
11:30 a.m. Baked ziti, tossed
salad, garlic bread, margarine
and orange will be on the lunch
menu.
Friday events will be Armchair Aerobics at 9.30 a.m..
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., and Open Bridge play
at noon, but come early to
form your table. Ale ROMEO
group will leave for Union City
at 9 a.m. The final session on
21st Century Banking for
Seniors will begin at 1 p.m. in
the education room. On the
lunch menu will be grilled chicken sandwich, .au gratin potatoes, lettuce, tomato, bun, margarine and banana pudding.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV. 18
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Swim Team needs members

Murray Youth
Team is looking for
kids of all ages that are interested in the
team. Swimmers do not need to be proficient
in all strokes. MYST has levels for beginners, intermediate and
advance swimmers depending on their skill level. Those interested .may come by the Health & Wellness Center from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m., from Monday through Friday. For information
contact Kelly Sutton at 761-2561.
Swim

Tiger Night' at MHS is tonight
Murray High School Backboard Club will host "Tiger Night"
starting at 5 p.m. today at the school. All basketball teams.
cheerleaders and dance teams from the elementary, middle and
high schools will be introduced. A hot dog supper will be provided at a cost of $3.50.

Murray Lodge will meet Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall, Highway 121 North
and Robertson Road North.

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at II a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Thetas plan auction on Monday
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have
its annual fund-raising auction on Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the
club house. Hostesses will be Joan Adams. Wilma Beatty and
Sharon Siebold.

Parent Support Group will meet
Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous,
will meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call
753-7004.

Al-Anon Family Group will meet
Al-Anon Family Group will meet Monday at noon at St.
Leo Parish Center, located on Payne Street behind St. Leo
Catholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give
comfort to families and friends of alcoholics. The only requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism
in a relative or friend.

Opening reception will be Monday

Shall We Dance
PG13 - 1:00' 3:15 - 7:10- 9:20

International Education Week opening reception will be Monday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the small ballroom on third
floor of Murray State University Curris Center. This will be to
honor the 2004 art and essay contest winners.

The Incredibles
PG - 1:20 - 3:50 - 7:05 - 9:30

Playhouse in the Park plans auditions

After The,Sunset
PG13 - 1:25 • 3:25 - 7:15 • 9:1

Program Information Call 753-3314

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Murray Art Guild ssill ha\ e a Pine Needle Basketry Workshop on Nov. 20 from 1 to 5 p.m. at the guild, 103 North
Sixth St. Registration deadline is Tuesday. To register call 7534059 or e-mail murrayartguild@)murray-ky.net. Also a Beginning Oil Painting workshop is ongoing on Mondays from 6 to
8 p.m. Persons may enroll at any time.

Ray
PG13- 12:40 - 3:40 - 6:50 - 9:4:.)

The Grudge
PG13- 1:40 - 3:45 -.7:35 • 9:40

Jo's
Datebook

Murray Art Guild schedules workshop

Polar Express
G - 12:50 - 3:05 - 6:55 - 9:011

Friday Night Lights
PG13 • 1:10 - 3:35 - 7:25 - 9:50

The 2004 Santa Project serves children,
school age and younger, in the Murray and
Calloway County area by providing gifts
of clothes, toys and books.
Michelle Hansen. coordinator of Calloway County Family Resource Center, said
"sponsors are needed for the special program by donating a toy, volunteering or
giving a monetary donation."
To volunteer for any way, call the center at 762-7333 or 759-9592. Hansen said
"you can make a difference in a child's
life!

broccoli beet Wellington.
'mesquite chicken breast,
crispy
potato
wedges.
'steamed zucchini, 'green

SeniorActivities
,

Sponsorships for Santa
Project are requested

Photo provided
Laker Stars 4-H Club recently were privileged to attend the corn maze at Murray
State University Pullen Farm as a fun field trip. The Laker Stars were given a introduction regarding the rules and about the corn maze by Olivia Grace (next to sign),
graduate student and coordinator for the Fall on the Farm event at MSU Pullen
Farm. The members that attended the corn maze were Mary Ann Hiter, Molly
Anderson, Ashleigh Snyder, Amber Eldridge. Maggie Anderson, Ashleigh Eldridge,
and Andrew Anderson with leaders Colleen Anderson and Michelle Delap.

Vie A/AT/OW.9
AvAbwisr s744/o-o2

Why wait for the new year
to start a new you?

Auditions for the "Playhouse Sketch Project,- an adult
improv/comedy sports/sketch comedy troupe, will be Sunday
from 3 to 6 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park, located in thc
back of Central Park in Murray. The time commitment is minimal - two hours of weekly rehearsal time on Sundays or Saturdays from 2 to 4 p.m, and one monthly improv/sketch show
at 9 p.m. on Saturdays.

Thanksgiving meal is scheduled
A community Thanksgiving meal for those spending the hol
iday alone will be at the Weaks Community Center on Thanks
giving day. Senior citizens couples are also invited.
Seating
will be limited, so please call 753-0929 to make
your reser
vation. Donations will be accepted for the meal. Doors
will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with the meal being served
around
noon. For more information call 753-0929.
I
10 r I

National Touring comedy
COMEDY
CENTRAL
show as seen on
Teoy PAWS • #.49/4,1149P010.
44/0 lEATURE ACT,'
SEAN SHAME' • M10/4/01,0SOI/S.
$8 in Advance $10 Day of Show

The Bull Pen
Downtown Murray 759-5030

p

korier pprecitir4

COM/040
Friday & Saturday
Nov. 12& 13
showtime at 9 p.m.

'

0/12!

Sale!,

Make an early resolution to join Curves.
It's easy, fun and fast and just 30 minutes
three times a week gets real results.
www.curscsintemational corn
759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray. KY
252-3399
I 769 Mayfield Hwy #5
Benton. KY
575-3800
3420 Park As enuc
Paducah
vvww.cunrsintemational.com

ov. IS thru Nov. 20

Curvo

Celebrate With th During Our Year Annivereary!

The power to
amaze yourself.

111

'enstadet haslet

Rest of Year
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your entire in-stock purchase

including sale items!'

Join Now

410

Wall apere

FREE
Over 8,000 location(
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Did you know...
to BB&T VP;
Seargent joins bank
BB&T has promoted Shawn Reynolds to vice president.
Reynolds, who joined the bank in 1998, is a business banker
based at 500 Main St.
The Madisonville native earned a bachelor's degree in business administration from Murray State University. Reynolds is a
member of the Murray-Calloway Human Rights Commission
and Murray Tourism Commission. He volunteers for Big
Brothers Big Sisters of Murray-Calloway County.
Reynolds and his wife, Kimberly, reside in Murray, and have
one daughter, Gabriella. He is the son of Jerry and Reda
Reynolds of White Plains, Ky.
BB&T has also named Trice Seargent as a financial center
leader.
Seargent joined the bank this year and is based at 500 Main St.
He comes to BB&T from the Murray Bank, where he served as a
loan officer.
A native of Murray, Seargent earned a bachelor's degree in
organizational communication from Murray State University. He
is a member of Murray Family Church, where he serves as a
home group leader and drummer on the worship team.
Seargent and his wife, Kristen, reside in Murray, and have two
daughters, Alexandra and Bethany. He is the son of Butch and Jan
Seargent.

Country Hearth
Inn & Suites
receives quality
assurance award
Rajiv Johar, president of
Skye Hospitality, Inc.. has won
the -Triple Crown" starting with
the coveted "President's Award"
at the Country Hearth Inn
Annual Convention in Atlanta.
Johar was recognized for his
diligence in developing Country
Hearth Inns and his overall support of the brand.
Johar was instrumental in
continuing the growth of
Country Hearth Inns over the
past .year by developing and
opening a Country Hearth Inn &
Suites in Murray. Kentucky,
which landed the honors for
"Best Conversion/Renovation of
the Year". In addition. Johar is
also involved in the operations
of Country Hearth Inns in
Caruthersville, Mo.; Central
City; and Bowling Green — all
of which were winners of indiQuality
property
vidual
Assurance Awards.
The Murray Country Hearth
Inn & Suites has received the
Excellence in Quality Assurance
Award. The Murray property is
an 80-room hotel located at
1202 S. 12th St. This property is
owned and operated by Shree
Hari. Inc.

"We are very proud of Rajiv,"
said Doug Collins. president and
CEO of Atlanta-based Country
Hearth Inn. "This award demonstrates his commitment to excellence. and to providing our
guests with The best possible
lodging experience.
"We are also very proud of
the Murray Country Hearth Inn
& Suites. This award demonstrates their staffs dedication to
maintaining excellence in quality for our guests."
"I am very excited to receive
these awards." Johar said. "I
want to recognize the employees
at 'our Murray Country Hearth
Inn & Suites. The property and
staff are committed to maintaining high standards and exceptional customer service."
There are currently more than
55 Country Hearth Inns with an
additional 10 locations in various stages of development.
Master License agreements
signed for the expansion of
Country Hearth Inns into
Canada and the Western United
States. The Country Hearth Inn
lodging systems is owned and
operated by Buckhead America
Corporation.

applications
for "An Old Fashioned
Christmas
Murray
Parade" sponsored by
the Rotary Club are
now available at the
Commerce Centre?
The parade is scheduled for Saturday,
December 4 at 10 a.m.
School and church
groups, civic organizations, bands and music
Chamber groups are invited to
enter this parade. Over
Chat
$1000 in cash prizes
By Lisa
will be awarded to the
Satterwhite
first three places in
Assistant
three separate diviDirector
sions. Community paray
Murray/Callow
County Chamber ticipation and support
is what has always
of Commerce
made this such a
unique and wonderful event. Plan now to be
a part of "An Old Fashioned Murray
Christmas Parade".

Coming Up Around Town
• Holly Berry Bake Sale & Tea, First
Presbyterian Church, Today,8 - 11 a.m.
• Sugar Plum Arts & Crafts & Bake Sale,
St. Leo Parish Center, Today,8 - 11 a.m.
• MSU vs. Tennessee-Martin (Staff
Day), RSEC,Today, 1:30 p.m.
• MSU Rodeo Barrel Racing & Team
Roping, West KY Expo, Today, noon and
Nov. 14, 9 a.m., free admission.
Holiday Open House, Murray
•
Merchants, Nov. 14.
• Brad Paisley with Josh Gracin in concert, RSEC, Nov. 14, 7:30 p.m.
• Guest Recital, University of Oklahoma
Brass Quintet, Performing Arts Hall, MSU,
Nov. 15, 8 p.m., free admission.
Brass Chamber Music Recital,
•
Performing Arts Hall, MSU, Nov. 16, 8
p.m., free admission.
Jazz Band I Concert. Lovett
•
Auditorium, MSU, Nov. 17, 8 p.m., free
admission.
• University Chorale Concert, Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, Nov. 18, 8 p.m., free
admission.
• Holiday Art Auction with Jim Tate,
Auctioneer, Clara M. Eagle Gallery, MSU,
Nov. 19,6 p.m.

TAB BROCKMAN/Chamber photo
Mike Hopkins, Brad Young and friends of DevSource recently celebrated their
move to 1210 Johnson Blvd. Devsource LLC was founded in 2001 to provide
technical services and custom software solutions for ever-growing business
technology needs. With offices in Murray, Paducah and Charlotte, NC,the professional staff of Devsource can help you implement a technology strategy
including desktop, server support, networking, telecommunications or custom software development. Call Devsource at 753-8708.
• MSU Intercollegiate Rodeo, West KY
Expo, Nov. 18 - 21, 7:30 p.m., adults: $8.
MSU students/children: $5.
• Christmas in 1850, The Homeplace,
LBL; Nov. 20, 1 - 4 p.m.
• Pine Needle Basketry Workshop,
Murray Art Guild. Nov. 20, 1 - 5 p.m.. register by Nov. 16.
Strike Up The Bands, Lovett
•
Auditorium. MSU, Nov. 21. 3 p.m., free
admission.
• Hanging of the Green, First Linted
Methodist Church. Nov. 21, 5:30 p.m.
• Murray Trade Day, MCC Park, Nov.
22, 7 a.m. - noon.
• Quad State Junior Band Festival,
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, Nov. 22. all day.
free admission.
• Murray Art Guild. Beginning Oil
Painting, ongoing Mondays 6 - 8 p.m.. join

- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required -

thloTiAL DAY PA
Come loin Us I or Refreshments, Door Pri:es

Coll for Appointment(270) 759-4811
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray, KY 42071

Kopperud Realty's

Special I),

1307 Johnson Blvd. • 11orrav • 270-767-0760

Welcome New Chamber Members
• Cheryl A. Walker, LMT, NCTMB,
licensed massage therapist, 300 North 5th
St., 753-5757.
For more information on becoming a
member of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce or hosting a
Chamber event contact Tab Brockman or
Lisa Sanenvhite at 753-5171.

Jackie Thurman, commercial
loan processor. has joined
Heritage Bank and will be
responsible for the processing of
loans and management of the
loan processing data base while
offering the highest level of customer service.
Thurman is a native of
Murray and a graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Mrs. Thurman comes to
Heritage Bank with 16 years of
experience in the financial
industry.
• Heritage Bank conducts
neighborhood banking operations in the Kentucky cities of
Hopkinsville, Elkton, Cadiz.
Murray. Benton, Calvert City
and Fulton and records assets of
more than $580 million.

Ledger & Times photo
a check
presents
Inn,
Amerihost
of
manager
general
right,
at
seated
Mitchell,
Michelle
for $413 to Nicole Osborne, also seated, president of the Family Readiness Group of the
438th MP Company National Guard Unit. The money was raised during the hotel's
Haunted Halls Oct. 30 with Benton Auction Barn, DES Feed, Elie Signs. Froggy, Hih
Burger, Kenlake Foods, Woodmen of the World, Cake Lady, Trang, Mr. J's and Lady J's,
Mary Kay, Murray Woman's Club, Matchmaker International, Orek Vacuums. Ryan's
Steakhouse, Zeta Phi Beta and the Murray Tourism Commission. Shown are families of
the 438th and Amerihost staff.

Philip Klepper. M.D.

:3uncti.q. Nov. 14 • 1-.5 p.m

Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings
• Kroger Fuel Center. Don Cherry. gasoline. diesel, 808 North 12th„ Nov. 23, 1:15
p.m.
• Cheryl A. Walker, LMT, NCTMB,
licensed massage therapist, 300 North 5th
St.. Dec. 1, II a.m.

Thurman joins
Heritage Bank

Got Scores?
Accepting New Patients
ki.1-010 N3)10ahayi tgi
Check Out Our Sports!
Ear, Nose & Throat

HOLIDAY OPEN HOC 13E

anytime!

X0.17212

3.1212 (012.Qh

(
ThiStatit "Ti Om Du(
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
'44/
iLA

ARPET

•Professional Installation
•100°. Satisfaction Guarantee

•All Major Brands of Ceramic, Carpet,
•Free In-Home Estimates
Vinyl, Hardwood, Laminate and
•Financing Available
Commercial Floonng
.Window Blinds
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office:(866) 936-6600 • Cell. (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

910441/(0zetels/9;349)zotectiimv
9o4/ Small 93usine,sed
State Auto's Series One Business
Policy is perfect for small-to
mid-size businesses. It's simple,
complete coverage. It gives you
big business benefits, but at small
business prices. Plus you can
count on State Auto for professional and courteous service.
Call today for more information.

nsuringlYourgausiness

613 Grant Road
Peace and quiet of the country minutes from town
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath home built in 1998 on
secluded 1 acre tract. Large bonus room with ventles,,
fireplace, vaulted ceiling, neutral colors, and 1-year
old above-ground pool with deck. Don't hesitate oi
you may miss this special home. $124,900 MLS #2358(1

270-753-8355

711 Nlaiii

753-1222

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square
Your best insurance is a good agent

Mr

rri STATE AUTO'

Dan McNutt, AAI

--Li retra

:Crt'irleS

Greg McNutt
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Outdoors

www.murra

Most activity in woods
With the opening of deer season, most of the outdoor aieliv-.
ity will be going on in the woods
and fields in this corner of Kentucky.
Based on the deer we see in
our travels around the counties
of western Kentucky, the success ratio should be at an alltime high this year!
We enjoy the hunting as much
as ever, and we really hope to
he successful ourselves because
venison is an
excellent
food that can
he prepared
in
many
ways.
If
you
watch some
of the toprated hunting
shows,
it
soon comes
Fishing
to light that
deer hunting
Line
is a
big
favorite all
By Jerry
across AmerMaupin
ica, young an
Outdoors
alike.
old
Columnist
Thanks to the
National
Rifle Association, we still have
the right to own guns and he
able to hunt as responsible citizens and landowners.
It is the time of year when
we consider the chances of taking an animal in the natural
woodlands and fields, where
many never venture or even consider the thrill off hunting.
Some say that is a shame
because we all come from families who lived in the rural sections of Kentucky. That is how
our grandparents got much of
their food on the table. They either
raised the animals, or they hunted them to keep everyone healthy
and happy.
That wasn't too long ago,
either. I know their are hundreds of you who can sit by a
nice fire and relate some great
stories to your grandchildren.
Now, many of the actual
hunters are in agreement that
we don't need to entice more
people to go into the fields.
"there are enough hunters, they
say. More would only make it
crowded!
That could be true, but the
main point is to teach all of our

children about the great outdoors
and all of the possibilities that
await them.
Most anglers are aware that
the fishing has been better these
past three weeks than the rest
of the year combined. The rise
of fresh waters coming from all
of the other lakes in Tennessee
after the hurricane season passed
actually turned the crappie on!
Better than before, the crappie have been eating to prepare
for winter. It seems as if they
will continue for some time. The
water temperature is still 61
degrees over most of the waters
between the bridge at Paris Landing and the Kentucky Dam.
You know how many resident crappie anglers we have
and how often they go fishing.
They are catching limits of big
slab crappie better than they
caught in the spring!
I fished out of Charlotte and
Neil's Lakeview Resort in
Cypress Bay last Friday with
Mark Wireman. We traveled to
some good crappie areas, which
have downed trees and brushpiles that normally hold good
crappie.
They were there for us, but
90 percent of them were eight
inches or less. I couldn't believe
my eyes, they were so tiny but
so aggressive. I couldn't believe
what I was seeing!
I love to fish roadrunner jigs
at any time and at any place.
I'm confident that if a fish is
going to bite, it will strike a
roadrunner — provided that the
body is the right color and shape.
Mark and I were getting four
to five strikes on each cast before
we actually could hang one. Finally, we saw that most of them
were tiny, five-month-old crappie!
After running through several areas of those crappie, the
adults of the 1-1/2 to 2-pound
class would move up and strike
that roadrunner!
The winds were from the
north and cold was on our hands,
but we hung in there as long
as we could. Finally,.I told Mark
that we had to do something
else because the wind was killing
us and the bite.
I took us into a place I where
I knew the shad schooled pretty thick. Within minutes, we
were hooking largemouth bass,

large white-striped bass, yellow
stripers and the brutes of the
lake — the rockfish stripers!
It was so good to get warm
again from the inside out. Catching a fish does a better job that
hot coffee. We were on a roll!
Even the big bluegill were taking our lures as we continued
to broadcast the area.
Mark was hungry to catch a
big rockfish striper. Each time
they would surface near us, he
would make a good cast and
get a strike. But the striper would
just pull off!
After I had landed a couple
of them, he connected and stuck
one that didn't come off. I had
to laugh at both of us as we
prepared to get this fish into the
net. It is a tough job, too, because
they are such tough brawlers.
Mark was almost not breathing, just trying to hang onto this
striper. We became hysterical! It
was so funny because we could
not control this brig striper. That
was the one we wanted the most.
After a good 10 minutes, I
was finally able to make a quick
swipe with the net as the striper
rolled over. We had him!
I lifted the fish into the boat,
and both Mark and I sat down
to hold the fish so we could
regain our composure.
Mark said this striper was as
tough as a big northern pick. It
was only about 26 to 28 inches in length. Our time ran out
as the bite stopped, so we traveled back to Lakeview, where
Mark showed off his catch.
The other guys in his group
were happy for him because we
had a nice catch of great fighting fish. I even persuaded Charlotte and Neil to pose for pictures!
Later the next week, I met
John Emerson at the Irvin Cobb
dock. We tried to duplicate the
striper catch.
John is an excellent crappie
fisherman. He has been catching some very good healthy crappie. We had talked about what
he would like to fish for, and
I knew he was capable of catching the crappie, so I suggested
we chase the stripers again.
As you may know, the winds
have been tough from the north
and the south as predicted rains
move toward our area.

We traveled down into Tennessee to look for possible rockfish activity. The lake elevation
is back down to winter pool
stage and the temperature of the
water was still at 65 degrees.
. At first, we began casting out
over the open bays, where we
could se some shad activity. There
were fish chasing them. We
caught a couple of largemouth
bass, some yellow stripers and
a lot of small white stripers, but
we couldn't see the big stripers
in action.
We traveled a little and found
that the shad we needed to be
watching were very close to the
shore and the ledges where it
was shallow. That proved to be
our bets choice as we bagan to
catch the big rockfish and whitestriped bass.
They were finally ready to
eat. Soon, we were doing battle with some of them! It was
awesome the way they fought!
They just won't give up. and
they won't relax long enough
for you to get a lure out of
their jaw.
I guess that's the first thing
an angler needs to do with these
fish — how to subdue them ki
that you don't get a set of hooks
in your hands! You have to be
purely physical to overpower
them or tap them, on the head
firmly if you plan to eat them.
I'm sure you have seen the
short bats, which are used for
northerns, musky and offshore
fish. If you plan on eating these •
rockfish, use a nightstick bat to
put them on ice!
John and I saw dozens of
rockfish chasing 'shad, but they
were traveling so fast that we
couldn't get to them for a cast.
However, when we did, it was
a success. It was great fun to
fight these tough brawlers.
We actually could have caught
lots of yellows with smaller lures,
but the rockfish was the choice.
We stayed with them until our
time ran out.
I must say again that I really enjoyed the company of John
Emerson because he loves to
fish almost as much as I do.
We had a great time, even though
the whitecaps kept us from traveling into other areas. There will
be another time, though. Thanks,
John!
Happy Fishing!

Siblings Hannah and Austin Steele of Murray
each took their first deer during the opening
weekend of the youth hunt in Calloway County.
Hannah, 8, (top) harvested this 7-point buck,
while Austin, 7, nabbed a doe.

Kentucky modern gun season now in full swing
Today. Saturday, Nov. 13,
is the opening day of Kentucky's modern gun season for
deer.
I have seen several opening days, the
first being a
cold but otherwise
uneventful
morning in
1975. Since
then, I have
savored the
excitement
of
many
In The
additional
opening
Field
days.
By Kenny
A
few
Darnell
openers have
Outdoors
been
sucColumnist
cessful,
a
few
have
not. Regardless. they all were
in some way defining moments
— signposts along the road to
becoming a deer hunter

I turned around and made
the long, dejected ride home.
As an afterthought, I walked
to a small field on my parent's farm. Within the hour, I
had a nice little 9-pointer follow a doe right to my stand.
It's been 10 years since I
have taken a deer on opening
morning, but all have been
eventful. Over the years. I have
become more selective, passing opportunities at deer that
would have left me trembling
just a few seasons ago.
My enthusiasm has not
diminished, though. Daybreak
on the second Saturday in
November will still be the culmination of months of work
and preparation.
Chances are that many of you
will have an opening day deer
in the bag before you read
this. As always, I hope I am
also among that number. But
if not, I am stilt buoyed by
knowing that my deer of late
have come well into the season and that opportunities are
still plentiful.
I am also comforted by
knowing that opening day is
opening day, regardless of the
FRAMIC Tit E • COMP TILE- • VINYL
HARDV., , 'JD • CARPE
outcome. And whether ol'
LL1
Cmossyhoms saunters by at daya Combined Experience and Excellence
break or not, I will still sort,
for more than 36 years • check and re-check my gear
until midnight Friday night.
I will stuff my pockets with
more food and gadgets than I
0 can ever hope
C Carpet
to use. I will
CARPET &FLOOR COVERING
0
Murray
Ton,
Vinyl
wake
every
hour
on the hour
Taylor
a
until time to get up, will make
Do It All, Sales and Installation Rd
Tile
*
the long drive to my hunting
/
K noght's
Hardwood
(270) 753-7728
spot and will step out of the
Hazel. K
truck into a crisp morning full
HAM(, OLE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • LAM'
of hope and promise.
As daylight seeps across the
hills and valleys of deer country, my heart will race, my
• Bait & Tackle
• Scopes
• Arms
breath will come in short, stac• Ammunition • Hunting Clothing + Knives
cato bursts and my wliole body
• Licenses
• Binoculars
+ Archery
will shiver more from excitement than the cold as I catch
a glimpse of the day's first
ja
ri°
4* deer.
It is opening day — the
SPORTING GOODS
senses are sharp, the anticipa"Locally Owned and Family Operated"
tion is keen. Therein lies the
turray, 110 • --;1-1342
.319 South 12th Street
very essence of the hunt.

Although I now harbor a
I have missed Several open- river bottoms outside of Barers since 1975, when my home low. Some companions had significant disdain for public
county opened for the first scouted a WMA there that ground, I will know the boundtime. Back then, deer were allowed the taking of antler- aries wherever I hunt.
scarce as snowflakes in July. less deer, and I begged to tag
That afternoon, our party
Farm chores claimed some of along for the hour-and-a-half moved to a different spot and
the days. Travel demands of a drive to the backside of I settled down on a mound
sales job stifled still more. nowhere.
overlooking a broad, swampy
Untimely bouts of illness
There would be opening days bottom. After missing an easy
claimed two openers, but as yet to come where my best- shot at a big doe,- I resigned
the deer herd grew, so did the laid hunting plans would be myself to the inevitable: That
opportunities.
shattered by bumbling idiots I would once again leave the
In the early days of deer who wondered the woods aim- woods empty-handed — this
hunting in the Commonwealth. lessly and totally unaware of time due to my own ineptness.
I spent more time hunting places property lines. One this day,
But then I heard the footthat had deer to hunt than I however, I was the idiot.
falls of a deer in the dry leaves.
spent hunting. Just seeing a
Not knowing the boundaries Another doe appeared, walkdeer — any deer — was an of the WMA. I stumbled onto ing slowly but purposely
event.
private property much to the through the woods. I did not
allowed chagrin of the local hunters hurry the shot this time. We
Most counties
hunters to take only a single lined up along a ridge. After walked out of the woods as
deer, antlered buck only. Any ruining their morning setup, I darkness settled in, wading
county that allowed the taking settled down for a frigid morn- through water too deep for our
of antlerless deer became the ing overlooking a draw. It was- boots, carrying a 50-pound doe
Mecca for budding but frus- n't until I wandered out of the as a trophy.
trated deer hunters like me.
Then there was opening day
woods at lunchtime that I disMy first opening day suc- covered I had spent the morn- on a Westvaco tract in Critcess came somewhere in the ing nowhere near the WMA. tenden County_ that dawned
summertime warm'. I did not
shoot a deer that day, but spent
the morning huddled against
the rain and all-too-close lightening, then spent the evening
shivering as a cold wind

Service Sale
Save
Service 81 Accessories!
Attention Hunters:
Don't wait until the last minute to
get your ATV ready! Call 753-8078
today for an appointment to get
your ATV in hunting shape.

plunged the temperature to a
more seasonable level.
A few years later, the intermittent drizzle of another warm
opening morning turned into
snow at sundown that blanketed the whole of west Kentucky.
Fourteen years after that.first
opening morning. I shot my
first buck. I was back in Crittenden County on the Westvaco tract I now knew well. At
first light, a small 6-pointer
found me (rather than me finding him), and I finally had my
first antlered deer.
That meager little fellow
opened the floodgates on a
series of successful openers.
Forty-five minutes into my 15
year of hunting deer, a beautiful trophy-class 11-pointer
made for what is without a doubt
the most memorable of openers.
A couple of years later, I
made an hour's drive for an
opening morning hunt in a
patch of woods I hunted alone
the year before. Unfortunately,
the little tract of timber was
overrun by other hunters that
morning.

IF-

fOR 411 YOUR WA/T/NO MOS.

Sale ends November 30, 2004

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOTORSPORTS
-Fire fun .S'tart' Here.'

Hwy. 94 East, Murray • 753-8078
townandcountrymotorsports.com
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GMs
ready for
action at
baseball
meetings
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla.
(AP) - Joe Garagiola Jr.
packed up, set to head home
and ready to deal with Randy
Johnson. The Arizona general manager figures to be real
busy in the near future.
He's hardly alone. After
five days of discussion,
debate and a final South
Beach birthday bash, the GM
meetings broke up. Now the
real business begins-starting Friday, teams could talk
money with any free agent. •
There's also a better
chance clubs can complete
the trades they talked about
this week. The Mets huddled
with the Chicago Cubs for
two straight days, raising
speculation that Sammy
Sosa might be headed to
New York.
The New York Yankees
plan to be prime players in
the winter markets. They
missed out on getting
Johnson last summer, and
may take another run at the
Arizona ace.
the
and
Johnson
Diamondbacks aren't exactly a great match anymore.
The 2001 World Series coMVP with Curt Schilling,
the Big Unit spent this year
with a team that lost 1 l 1
games. He's due $16 million
next year, and a trade could
help Arizona cut its payroll.
"If this prOcess were to
begin, it would end with
Randy," Garagiola said. "He
is a 10-and-5 player. he has a
no-trade clause. No one is in
more control of his situation
than Randy."
Garagiola hopes to meet
with the 41-year-old Johnson
next week to reach some sort
of understanding.
Carlos Beltran, Adrian
Beltre, Carlos Delgado,
Nomar Garciaparra and Troy
Percival were some of the
available free agents, with
Roger Clemens one of the
last to file.
"I heard some very serious things today that made
me think there are going to
be some clubs that are going
to be very aggressive in the
free-agent process," said
agent Scott Boras. who represents Beltran and Beltre.
Reliever Doug Brocail
became the first of the 207 to
sign. returning to the Texas
Rangers for a $1 million.
one-year deal Friday. And
among players eligible for
arbitration, Cincinnati catcher Jason LaRue agreed to a
$3 million, one-year contract.
Pedro Martinez, Jason
Varitek and Derek Lowe
were among 16 members of
the World Series champion
Red Sox to file for free
agency. Boston GM Theo
Epstein did not seem too
concerned about so many
unsigned players.
"It's part of the natural
process." he said.
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Cardinals'added size
fuels Pitino's optimism
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Louisville coach Rick Pitino
expects this year's Cardinals to
look like one of his trademark
teams, able to put up big numbers and press teams into submission.
The Cardinals, 20-10 last
season, have depth and talent,
deadly perimeter shooters, a balanced blend of youth and experience and one of the best players in the country. Now, they
finally have the inside game
Pitino said has been the one
missing component in his first
three seasons in Louisville.
"We've been counterfeit the
last few years," Pitino said. "I
admire the team's work ethic,
admire what they've accomplished the last three years. But
anytime you play a season without one low post player, trying
to press and run with very little
depth, that goes against your
system.
-Now, we have depth, we
have low post players, we have
some size. That doesn't mean
we're going to be better, but
we're not counterfeit."
The anchor of the imposing
frontcourt is senior Ellis Myles,
the bruising 6-foot-7, 245-pound
forward who sat out last season
to recover from a knee injury.
Myles, the last holdover from
the Denny Crum era, is the
team's emotional leader and one
of its strongest players-he can
bench-press 360 pounds. Pitino

2003-04 Record:
20-10. 9-7 C-USA,
Lost to Xavier 8070 in first round of
NCAA tournament
Coach: Rick Pitino
164-30. fourth season, 416-154, 19th
season overall)
Returning starters: G-Taquan Dean
(108 ppg, 19 apg), F-Francisco
Garcia (16.4 ppg, 4.5 rpg, 4.7 apg), GLarry OSannon (10.3 ppg, 2.7 rpg).
Other returning lettermen: G-Chris
Current (04 ppg), Brad Gianiny (0.9
ppg) Otis George (5.6 ppg, 4.8 rpg),
G-Brandon Jenkins (3 ppg, 1 6 rpg),
aF Perrin Johnson (0.2 ppg), F-Ellis
Myles (78 ppg. 79 rpg, 2002-03 season).
Key newcomers: G-Lorrenzo Wade
F-Juan Diego Palacios.

said he's also developed a keen
understanding of the game.
"I don't know how we played
without him," Pitino said. "Ellis
is the brightest person on the
basketball court, he's the meanest, toughest person on the
court. Certainly, he's physically
and mentally capable of doing
serious damage for our team."
Freshman Juan Palacios
should join Myles in the starting
frontcourt. The 6-8, 254-pound
Colombian showed impressive
skills at a recent scrimmage.
leading fast breaks and dishing
nifty passes. Pitino compares
him to Jamal Mashburn, who
was a cornerstone of Pitino's
rebuilding effort at Kentucky in
the early 1990s.
"All freshmen have weaknesses or they wouldn't be here.
but he's powerful, strong, fast
and knows how to play," Pitino
said.

Senior Otis George, whom
Pitino called one of the most
consistent players in preseason
practices, will come off the
bench to spell Myles and
Palacios. The 6-8 George averaged 5.6 points and 4.8
rebounds for Louisville last season.
The frontcourt has already
lost some depth. Bulky Oak Hill
Brian
product
Academy
Johnson will miss the season
with recurring knee problems.
"The players realize this is a
big blow to the team," Pitino
said. "But injuries are pan of the
game. We had a nice luxury with
Brian Johnson and now we
don't. So we move forward,
we're still very optimistic about
our basketball team."
Pitino said the skill of the
remaining big men creates a
wider margin of error for the
whole team, especially on
defense.
"We've had to be almost perfect to win against tough opponents the last few years," Pitino
said. "Now, because we have
more size and athleticism, we
don't have to be perfect in every
little detail, although you strive
to be."
The solidified frontcourt will
give more freedom to 6-7 junior
swingman Francisco Garcia,
whom Pitino has already
encouraged to leave for the
NBA after this season. Garcia
led Louisville in scoring (16.4
points per game), assists(4.7 per
game) and was second in
blocked shots (38) in 2003-04:

Macy faces major rebuilding
project at Morehead State
By MURRAY EVANS
Associated Press Writer
In recent seasons, when
Morehead State needed a basket,
coach Kyle Macy could be reasonably certain that someone in
his backcourt would take care of
that need.
But now Ricky Minard and
Chez Marks - and their combined 38.8
points per
game - are
gone. Macy
is left to try
to rebuild the
Eagles (1613 last season) into a
team that can
maintain a
MaCy
spot in the
upper division of the Ohio
Valley Conference, after they
finished third last season and
tied for first in 2002-03.
Macy said the Eagles likely
will have to rely on their size
this season, with five players
ranging between 6-7 and 6-11.
"The team may take on a little different characteristic than
last year," Macy said. "We may
not be as fast-paced and highscoring. The coaching staff can
make the adjustments, if the
players can understand that."
Injuries already are throwing
roadblocks into Macy's plans.
Swingman Quenton Pryor, a
transfer from Jackson State
(Tenn.) Community College,
was expected to fill some of the
scoring void, but a broken right
wrist could sideline him all sea-

son, Macy said.
Another player penciled in as
a backcourt starter, senior
Ramon Kelly, also has had medical issues and as a result has
missed significant preseason
practice time. Kelly started nine
games last season after a lateseason knee injury to Marks.
The Eagles do return two
full-time starters in point guard
Quinton Smith and center Chad
McKnight.
Smith averaged 6.4 points
per game last season while
shooting 30-of-80 from 3-point
range. McKnight, although a bit
undersized at center at 6-7 and
215 pounds, was Morehead
State's third-leading scorer last
season at 10.6 points per game.
"We'll need more (scoring)
input from Chad, and Smith is
capable of adding some more
numbers," Macy said. "It may
be by committee for a third scorer, depending on who is playing
well that night."
Six-foot-eight junior forward
Cory Burns who started five
games last season and averaged
1.2 points per game after sitting
out the previous season.
Only two other lettermen guard Kyle Hankins, who's
coming off knee surgery, and
guard Josh Reed - return for
the Eagles, which means newcomers will be asked to make
major contributions right away.
Of the team's five freshmen.
Macy said Jonathan True, a 6-11
center out of Lincoln County
High School in Stanford, is the
most developed entering the

Att
6
1
7
41
1
00
CIA
A
R 0141 BOMB!
RACER FOOTBALL
WITH JOE PANNUNZIO
Don't miss the inside scoop on Racer Football!

MONDAY, NOV. 15
AT BIG APPLE CAFE
L RADIO SHOW begins
''I at 6 p.m. and is followed
by a Q&A session
with head coach Joe Pannunzio

season and might end up in the
starting lineup.
Morehead State's schedule
games at
includes road
Kentucky, Ohio State and
Louisville, and the Eagles will
begin the OVC season with four
straight road games. League
coaches and sports information
directors picked the Eagles
ninth in the 11-team league.

SCOREBOARD
Haverstock
Insurance Agency

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
Van HaverStOck

211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

KHSAA STATE PLAYOFF SCORES
Friday's scores
Beechwood 62, Lex Christian 14
Belfry 49, Middlesboro 7
Bell Co 42 Boyd Co 6
Boone Co 38, Conner 6
Boyle Co 55, Lou. Waggener 10
Corbin 42, Lou DeSales 21
Coy Catholic 37. Lex Catholic 21
Danville 20, Bardstown 6
Dixie Heights 14, Lou Trinity 10
Elizabethtown 47 Garrard Co 18
Fleming Co 40. Newport 32
Glasgow 36, Ft Campbell 28
Hancock Co 33, Murray 23
Henderson Co. 55. Daviess Co 21
Highlands 48. East Jessamine 21
Lou Central 47. Bullitt East 14
Lou Holy Cross 26. Lou Christian

Academy 14
Lou. St. Xavier 59, Nelson Co 7
Madison Central 28. Lex Tates Creek
25
Madisonville-North Hopkins 18, Bowling
Green 13
Mayfield 35. Crittenden Co. 28
Newport Central Catholic 42. Fairview 0
North Hardin 26, Lou Male 20
Owensboro Catholic 26, Trigg Co. 14
Paul Blazer 34. Rockcastle Co 27
Pikeville 28, Harlan 14
Prestonsburg 40, Breathitt Co 29
Russell 50, Morgan Co 19
Scott Co 45 Lex Henry Clay 42
Warren Central 30, Christian Co 24
Williamsburg 15. Lynn Camp 12

SportsBriefs
•The Murray High School Backboard Club will host Tiger Night on
Saturday at 5 p.m. at the school. All basketball teams, cheerleaders and
dance teams from the elementary, middle and high schools will be introduced. Admission is free. A hot dog supper will be provided at a cost of
$3.50.
•The Murray State University Rodeo Club is sponsoring a Barrel
Racing and Team Roping event at the West Kentucky Expo Center this
weekend. Competition was scheduled to start at noon today and at 9
a.m. on Sunday. Proceeds from the event will support the MSU Rodeo
Team, providing travel money for the squad when it attends sanctioned
intercollegiate rodeos this season.
Barrel racing and team roping events are open to anyone. Admission
is free

MSU cyclists compete
Special to the Ledger
Six cyclists from Murray. State University participated in the
National Collegiate Cycling Association Mountain Bike
Championships in Seven Springs Mountain Resort. Pa.
The 'event was held Oct. 29-31. The team finished in 10th place
in the Division II category. This year was the first time the cyclists
qualified as an entire team for the national championships. Last year,
only two cyclists from the team were eligible to participate.
The team's championships qualification resulted from placing as
one of the top teams from the Midwest Conference. The Midwest
Conference sent the top four teams in Division I and 11 to nationals.
The MSU group finished third in Division II competition.. The
Midwest Conference consists of all Division I and II schools in
Kentucky. Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Ohio and Michigan.
MSU junior David Timmons of Murray won the short track event
at regionals and placed fourth in the nation for the cross country.
race. Timmons, who is certified as a professional mountain biker.
turned pro at the age of 19. Other cyclists who comprised the team
were: sophomore Kyle Summer of Greenville, senior Jake Stone of
Marion and graduate student Derek Harris of Reynolds Station.
Barry Morris of Middleton. Tenn.. and Jeffery Newnum of Crofton
competed in the B class race.

SPECIALTIES: Homemade Pies, Dressing, & Vegetables

RuscN's nestaarant
104 S. 5th St. • Murray
753-1632
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Murray State Lady Racers
vs. Blue Chip All Stars
Exhibition
Saturday, Nov. 13 at 7 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
All students receive FREE ADMISSION
with valid student ID

TICKETS: 762-4895
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Pitino
labels
recruits
his best
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Rick Pitino on
Friday unveiled a seven-player
recruiting class for the 2005-06
season that he said makes up for
the recruiting setbacks of a year
ago.
"We needed a great recruiting
class and this is, by far, the deepest, best recruiting class I've had
since I've been a coach," said
Pitino, starting his 19th season.
Pitino and
his assistants
were especially cautious on the
recruiting
trail this year
after 2003
signees
Sebastian
Telfair and
DontrOch opted to skip college and go straight to the NBA.
Pitino conceded Friday that
holding out on Telfair, a flashy
Brooklyn point guard, cost him
the chance to sign point guard
Rajon Rondo, a Louisville
native now at Kentucky.
"We had an awesome recruiting year and it turned out to be a
major disappointment," Pitino
said."But one thing our coaches
did a great job of was they didn't hang their heads. They said,
'Look, there's nothing we can ,
do about the past. We can do
something about the future."
The newcomers include: ,
—Bryan Harvey, a 6-foot-5
guard from Dominguez High
School in Compton, Calif., who
averaged 18 points and nine
rebounds and helped his team
win the state title last year.
—Clarence Holloway, a 7foot, 270-pound center .from
Harlan High School in Chicago,
who averaged 13 points and 14
rebounds last season.
—Jonathan Huffman, a 7foot forward from Central Park
Christian High* School in
Birmingham. Ala.. whom Pitino
said is an accurate outside
shooter and "one of the country's big secrets."
—Amir Johnson, a 6-9 forward from Westchester High
School in Los Angeles. who
averaged 13 points and 4.2
rebounds in a national developmental league this year. Pitino
said Johnson has the potential to
be the best player in the country
when he physically matures.
—Andre McGee, a 5-10
point guard from Canyon
Springs High School in Moreno.
Calif., who averaged 26 points.
six assists and three steals last
season. Pitino said McGee is
Louisville's team leader of the
future.
—Chad Millard, a 6-8 forward from Goffstown, N.H.,
who averaged 17 points, 8.5
rebounds and 4.6 assists last season.
—Terrence Williams, a 6-5
forward from Rainier Beach
High School in Seattle, Wash.,
who averaged 18 points, 5.6
rebounds and six assists last season.

Class A State Playoffs

HANCOCK

Con

33 TIGERS 2?

Hornets' rally eliminates MHS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
HANN ESVILLE, Ky. — If
a silver bullet kills the
Werewolf and holy water
does in Dracula, then it's safe
to assume that penalties and
turnovers is death for the
Murray High School football
team.
The Tigers killed themselves with 15 penalties for
125 yards, which proved to
be a dagger through the
heart, flat-lining Murray
High's season in a 33-23 loss
to Hancock County Friday
night in the second round of
the KHSAA Class A State
Playoffs.
Eight penalties and four
turnovers in the third and
fourth quarters led to 27
unanswered points for the
Hornets, who overcame a 166 halftime deficit.
Murray High head coach
Rick Fisher said the
turnovers and penalties started snowballing, and there
wasn't much his team could
do to stop the avalanche.
"It was decided in the
third quarter. We just kind of
fizzled out and did it to ourselves. You can't do that in
the playoffs," Fisher noted.
"Football is a game of enthusiasm, and Hancock got it
rolling on their side and just
kept things rolling."
Hornets head coach Brock
Shoulders knows a little
something about being
behind the proverbial eightball. His team trailed
Crittenden County back on
Oct. 22.
Hancock found itself in
the same predicament Friday.
The Hornets rallied to beat
the Rockets (34-28) on that
night, and Shoulders wasn't
concerned with his squads'
composure against Murray
High, either.
"I think we knew we had
to get some emotion going,"
Shoulders added. "It took us
forever to do that. But once
we did, we got things going.
Our kids adapt well to adversity.
"We were down to
Crittenden and we were
down (to Murray). but I was
just happy with the way we
responded."
In that third quarter —
after blocking a Tim'Masthay
punt — Hancock County
took over at its own 35-yard
line and wasted little time
getting into the end zone.
Senior running back
Jordan Doyle, who entered
the game with over 1.200
yards rushing, padded his
stats when he found paydirt
from 3-yards out with 2:38 to
play. The Hornets were only
able to pull to within four
after Donny Muskin's extra
point attempt failed.
On Murray's next possession, Rashad Troup fumbled
at the Hancock 45-yard line.
Doyle was there to pick it up
and return it to the Murray 1yard line before he was tackled by Hugh Rollins.
Hancock senior quarter-
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Murray High tailback Rashad Troup (24) leaps over the top of the Hancock County defense as teammates Cody (3)
and Cory Zirbel (70) block on the play. The Tigers led the Hornets at halftime, but suffered through a disasterous
second half to fall 33-23 in Class A State Playoff action Friday night.
back Jordan McCormick then
took a keeper in to the end zone
from 1-yard out with 1:22 to
play. University of Kentucky
signee Michael Schwindel provided the two-point conversion
to give the Hornets a 20-16
lead.
After Rollins threw an interception, Doyle scored his second touchdown 'of the half,
using his 210-pound frame to
bulldoze in from 1-yard out
with 11:55 to go in the fourth
period. Muskin added the extrapoint for a 27-16 Hancock lead.
Doyle gave the Hornets the
cushion they were looking for
when he broke off a 63-yard
touchdown run with 9:16 to
play in the fourth for a 33-16
advantage.
Murray scored on its first
three possessions of the contest,
with Troup scoring twice on
runs of 56 and 6 yards as MHS
took an early 13-0 edge.
Masthay provided a 25-yard
field goal with 7:40 to play for
a 16-0 advantage.
Fisher, unlike his counterShoulders,
part
wasn't
impressed with how his team
responded after putting up 16
straight points against the
Hornets in the first half.
"It seems like when we have
to fight through things, we
don't. keep our composure," he
explained. "We did a real good
job in the first half of executing,
but we said the game was going
to be won or lost in the third
quarter, and it was.
"We went backwards on

Murray
Hancock Co

13
0

3
6

0
14

7-23
13 — 33

First Quarter
M — Troup 56 run (Masthay lock • • R
— Troup 8 run (2-pts. tailed). 2 28
Second Quarter
M — FG Masthay 25 740
HC — Doyle 5 run (2-pts faded). 341
Third Quarter
HC —Doyle 4 run (kick failed) 238
HC — McCormick 1 run (Schyandell runt. 1:22
Fourth Charter
HC — Doyle 2 run (11Auskin kick). 11-55
HC — Doyle 63 run 12-pts tailed). 916
Gayrnan 13 run iMasthay kick). 1:24
M
Team Statistics
12
34
143
12-18-2
150
293
3-2
15-125

First Downs
Rushes
Rushing Yards
Passing
Passing Yards
Total Yards
Fumbles-lost
Penalties

MC
9
34
158
2-7-1
81
239
3-2
5-45

Individual Statistics
Rushing — (Murray) Troup 22-112 210,
Rollins 10-19, Garnan 1-13 TO, Team 14-1)
(Hancock)Doyle 12-1164T0, Sanders 11-45
Schwindell 2-8, Roach 1-6. McCormick 5+9),
Team 3+8)
Passing — (Murray) Rollins 12-16-2 150.
(Hancock) McCormick 2-7-1 81
Receiving — (Murray) Jackson 2-53. Ray 548, Masthay 4-34, Benton 1-13. (Hancock)
finder 1-59, Schwndei 1-22

MICHAEL DANN,Ledger & Times photo

Senior wide receiver Tim Masthay (2) heads upfield with
the ball as a Hancock County defender tries to bring him
down from behind during Friday's action in Hawesville.
everything. ... Their coach said
they didn't deserve to win the
game."
Solomon Gayman replaced
Troup late in the fourth quarter
and did account for a touchdown with 1:24 to play to get
the Tigers within 10. But that's
as close as Murray would come.

Shoulders maintains that
Murray is the best team his
squad has faced this season, but
he credited his team's stingy
defense for the victory over the
Tigers. He hopes the unit will
carry the Hornets a long way in
the playoff race, which continues next week in the First

Region title game against First
District champion Mayfield —
a 35-28 winner over Crittenden
County last night.
"If our defense doesn't rise
to the occasion and make some
great plays, we don't win this
football game," Shoulders said.
"Murray did a great job of frustrating us offensively, mainly
by eating up so much clock
with their own offense in the
first half. It seemed like they
had the ball 80 percent of the
time."

Bullock: Which Titans will show up?

AP hoto
Running back Chris Brown, who is tied for fifth in the
NFL in rushing with 810 yards, was one of several
banged-up Titans who got some much-needed rest during Tennessee's bye week.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)—
linebacker
All-Pro
Keith
Bulluck is curious to see which
Tennessee Titans team will
show up Sunday against
Chicago.
Will it be the Titans who
routed Green Bay 48-27 on Oct.
II?
Or the group that stumbled to
five loses in six games, nearly
frittering away the season?
"If we're going to go out and
play like the team we know we
can play like in the three wins
that we had, that's great. That'll
show you what direction this
team is going," Bulluck said.
Both the Bears (3-5) and
Titans (3-5) suddenly have hope
again because the leaders of
their divisions have fallen back
to the pack.
,Chicago trails Minnesota in

the NFC North by only two with the most momentum after
games thanks to a two-game an impressive 28-21 victory at
winning streak. The Titans beat the New York Giants. The
Cincinnati 27-20 before their defense had a,season-high seven
bye last weekend and now find sacks and five turnovers.
themselves two back of
Chicago linebacker Brian
Jacksonville and Indianapolis.
Urlacher said they are picking
"If we just go out and play up new coach LoVie Smith's
each game to the best of our defense at the right time.
ability and go out and put up
"We just have to stay in our
wins, at the end of the season we gaps and keep playing hard, and
should be right in the thick of good things will happen to us,"
things," Titans receiver Derrick he said.
Mason said.
Titans coach Jeff Fisher, who
Now the problem is not played five years for the Bears
thinking too far ahead.
as a defensive back in the 1980s,
"People start talking about has been very impressed with
what Green Bay's doing, what what he's seen.
Minnesota's doing," Bears
"On occasion, you will see a
defensive end Alex Brown said. missed assignment, but they
"If se don't win, it really does- make up for it with speed and
n't matter what they do. We've they stnp the ball loose or tip a
got to take care of our business." ball and intercept a ball," he
The Bears certainly come in said.

With the Bears getting such
pressure on the quarterback,
odds are better than good that
Steve McNair may sit out a second straight game because of his
bruised chest. He's still hurting
despite not playing since Oct.
24. Another hit could knock him
out two to three more weeks,
and the Titans can't afford that
with a crucial three-game swing
back through the AFC South
starting Nov. 21 at Jacksonville.
That would leave backup
Billy Volek to make his third
start this season, but McNair
also knows the Titans have no
room for error.
"I'm very excited about getting back on the field," McNair
said. "I think this team is on the
verge of putting things together
and putting together a great second half of season."
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KSBDC are encouraging
service-disabled veterans
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Each
utilize increased contracting munity.
training
of
schedule
intensive
by
enacted
opportunities
President Bush through an workshops, management and
Executive Order. The Executive environmental consulting servOrder recognizes the "extraordi- ices, assistance with strategic
nary service" these veterans pro- and financial planning and a
vided the United States and wealth of resource materials.
requires heads of agencies to The free and confidential servicprovide more contracting and es are available to new and
subcontracting opportunities to existing businesses.
"I encourage service-disservice-disabled veteran-owned
abled veteran business owners
small businesses.
A recent study from the or those interested in becoming
Photo provided
Business Administration's a small business owner to take
Small
sponeater,
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recent
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at
ing
perform
Band
Office of Advocacy indicates advantage of President Bush's
Pictured is the Calloway County Laker
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locatio
If you are
Park
Central
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County
loway
Murray-Cal
the
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that 22 percent of veterans are in Executive Order.
sored by the Murray Rotary Club,
conbegin,
to
where
uncertain
the process of starting or pur.
Business
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local
your
tact
conor
business
small
a
chasing
we
and
Center
ment
sidering the option. KSBDC Develop
State Director Becky Naugle will give you guidance," Naugle
believes that veterans have the said.
To find the SBDC in your '
skills necessary to become sucarea or for more information
cessful entrepreneurs.
"The experience these men visit www.ksbdc.org.
President Bush's Executive
and women gained by serving in
can be viewed at
Order
way to help slow the divorce the United States Armed Forces
The proposed ceremony did
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) the total cost tor the Valentine's
ww.whitehouse,gov/new
http://w
said.
Naugle
,"
chilpriceless
hurts
is
the head of the state trend that they say
— Gov. Mike Huckabee and his Day event, but said most of the not rankle
1eases/2004/10/20041021 s/re
disciy
extremel
are
s
"Veteran
dren.
the American Civil
wife plan to convert their nuptial cost would be covered by contri- chapter of
Huckabee said the pastor of plined, passionate and tremen- 5 html.
Union, which strictly
Liberties
ating
particip
from
butions
marriage
a
covenant
into
vows
the separation of the church he attends recently dously dedicated to any project
during a mass ceremony on churches. He defended using monitors
announced that he would per- they undertake. This zealous
state.
Valentine's Day, giving a public some taxpayer money to pro- church and
for people
BOB
"I don't think we have a form only covenant marriages. attitude is essential
push to the movement that seeks mote the ceremony and cover
busia
starting
in
d
the
as
intereste
that,
said
e
Huckabe
But
ACLU
it,"
problem with
CORNELISON
to strengthen marital ties and some its costs.
chief executive, he was ness."
"We believe it's an important Executive Director Rita Sklar state's
make it harder to get divorced.
y
Naugle said the Kentuck
think it's Christian not encouraging pastors to take
The governor, a former enough event to use this time said. "I don't
Business Development
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stand.
a
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A
se.
per
religious
or
se
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Baptist minister, said Monday and resources for it because,
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Form
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it."
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Home
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'
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in the country.
4
a 2001 law creating it.
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lens or glasses
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
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l
successfu
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$50
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fit
lly
Successfu
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Huckabee did not disclose average is 4.2.
It you are now usinij single vision gas permable contact lens and

Ark. governor pushes covenant marriage
movement by putting his own on the line

INSURANCE

to
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
come in and try these lens.
270-753-4576
Dr. H.C. Denham
312 N. 12th St. • Murray. KY 42071
Optometrist

Photo provided
Officer Todd Clere has been selected as Murray Police Department's
Officer of the Month for the month
of October. Clere received this
honor because of his quick
response to criminal drug acitivty
he observed while off duty. Officer
Clere's keen observation and quick
intervention led to two felony drug
arrests. Clere has been employed
with the MPD since August of 1992.

SIqii Up Now!
What is Upward Basketball?

Thank You For Your
Vote on
November Zid.

Every Child learns

fvery Child Is A Winner"
Upward Basketball promotes
character and self-esteem in every
child by providing:
• Equal playing time for every player

SAMMY JASON

• Separate leagues for boys and girls
• A one-hour practice and game each
week of the season
• An evaluation process to provide equal
opportunity for improvement

PITTMAN

• And much morel
Every player will receive:
• Reversible Upward Basketball jersey
• Upward Basketball t-shirt
• Upward Basketball Winner Magazine,
• Individual awards after each practice
and game
• An end of the year award
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Kindergarten - 6th grades
Contact us for more information @ 270-436-2564
"Come and celebrate our 3rd year in Upward Ministry"
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Bob Vila comes'Home Again'
demolition inside, mixed with
the roar of the garbage truck as it
compacts the debris the workers
are removing.
-The stuff that's coming out
of there," he says, -is the conversion, which probably dates
from about 1940: The new
homeowners are moving in, they
want to modernize. And that
includes drop ceiling."
But tearing out the apartment's drop ceiling, workers
have revealed the sort of prize
that thrills Vila: Entombed for
decades against the original 12foot ceiling are beautifully
detailed neoclassical moldings.
For a quarter-century, Vila
has guided homeowners — current and would-be — in a
process of re-education. Indeed,
he can lay claim to TV's original
series,
home-improvement
"This Old House," which he,
then a Boston area homebuilder
and contractor, created for PBS
Bob Vila
in 1979.
interests
lie more in the realhis
A decade later he left that
show and, forming his own pro- estate side than in media starduction
company, started dom.
Meanwhile, Bob Vila, with
"Home Again," now in its 15th
season. The 58-year-old Vila has his signature beard and sturdy
also written books and serves as build, is undeniably a star. These
spokesman for Craftsman tools, days the TV schedule is built up
as well as continuing his real- with lots of home do-it-yourself
estate development business: fare, from the still-standing
This brownstone will eventually "This Old House" to latecomers
like The Learning Channel's
be put back on the market.
It was son Chris Vila who "Trading Spaces" and Discovery
was placed in charge of finding Home Channel's "Toolbelt
the right Manhattan property to Diva."
"Putting a media career
buy and closing the deal. He will
together with the design and
act as project manager.
Chris, 28, has worked with real-estate career is a real stroke
his dad before, though he says of serendipity," says Vila,
have a degree in journalism and
an associate's degree in architecture, and how I ended up
using them both is amazing to
me."
A few minutes later, he has
Integrating a faith-based perspective with
gone inside with the camera
psychological principles to treat the whole person.
crew, stepping over clutter to
Services
inspect the last remnants of the
• Marriage and Family Life • Adolescent Adjustment
misbegotten,
'40s-vintage
• Career Counseling • Substance Abuse/DUI
"modernization." Proudly he
• Mood Disorders
points up past the naked supMon — Thurs.,9 a m — 5 p.m.• Tues. Evening by Appt.
ports for the now-ripped-out
G. Steven Alexander, RD.• Debbie Sparks, MA.• 300 Main St.• Murray • 759-313f
drop ceiling, to draw attention to
the newly exposed plaster molding, which once again seeing the
light of day.
ALLIED
"Do you ever wonder," Vila
is asked, -if history will repeat
HOME MORTGAGE
itself, and a project you're
CAPITAL CORPORATION
involved with will have someone saying 50 years from now,
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
"What was he thinking?"
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
Vila shakes his head.
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
"We're rarely covering someto your home purchase or refinance.
thing up to satisfy a current fash• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!
ion," he explains. "We're usually taking it back to the way it
200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
was." For Vila, that's the
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093 essence of being home again.

MOORE
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Bob
Vila found a nice surprise.
"We had a discovery," he
tells the camera crew that just
arrived. "I would love to get
some 'B-roll' of it. I'm not
exactly sure how we'll fit it in,
but I'm sure we can use the
footage, and I'll voice it over."
They are standing on the
sidewalk in front of a centuryold brownstone on Manhattan's
Upper West Side where, on a
beautiful morning last June,
another Vila makeover has
begun: Here is his latest renovation project for his syndicated
series "Home Again" (check
local listings).
This cycle of eight "Home
Again" episodes, just starting,
involves the renovation of one
floor of this five-story building,"
says Vila, "and is a wonderful
story vehicle for us. The location is ideal: This is an A-number-1 luxury address. The condition is ideal: It's got a lot of
things wrong with it, but that's
what we want."
On this fine street only a few
steps from Central Park, the
project will tap into "all, the
aspects of urban renovation that
are frightening and intimidating," he says, "including the
bureaucratic
perspective."
(Along with all the usual per-'
nuts, approval from the city's
Landmarks Commission will be
needed.)
As Vila speaks, at certain
moments he can hardly be heard
above the banging from the
By FRAZIER
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Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts ' has
in
filed
been
Calloway District
Don
by
Court
Nance, Executor of
the Estate of Leita
Gafford,
Lois
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on
11/22/04 at 11:00

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in Calloway District
Peggy
by
Court
Dellinger,
Administratrix of the
Estate of Albert C.
Jr.,
Lawrence
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before the hearing, which is set on
11/22/04 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDffORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District
County
Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with
the fiduciary within
six months of the
date of qualification.

VISA

Legal
Notice

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Sealed bids for the Robertson Road North Sewer Line Extension
Base Bid consisting of the procurement and installation of all
materials, construction, testing, start-up, initial operation, and
placing in service of approximately 1,386 linear feet of 10" and 8"
diameter ductile iron gravity sewer, installation of 6 manholes;
boring and jacking approximately 50 linear feet of 10" diameter
gravity sewer in 18" diameter steel casing pipe beneath KY 94
and 50 linear feet of 8" diameter gravity sewer in 16" diameter
steel casing beneath Robertson Road North, together with all
related work as specified and shown on the drawings. The bids
will be received by the City of Murray at the office of the City
Hall until 1:00 p.m. (local time) on December 16, 2004 and then
at said office opened and publicly read aloud.

MANAGER,ACCOUNTING
Gardner Denver, Inc. an S800M worldwide manufacturer of
air compressors, pumps, and blowers has an immediate
opening for a Plant Controller in Mayfield, KY. This position reports directly to the Director of Operations and has
total accounting responsibility for the Air Relief Centrifugal
Compressor Business.
Candidates must have a BS in Accounting or Finance, with
Windows 95 and MS Office skills a plus. Minimum of five
years experience preferred in cost accounting.

Estate of: William
The contract documents consisting of Advertisement for Bids,
Frank Davis, 2296
Instructions to Bidders, Bid, Bid Bond. Agreement, Notice of
Road,
Pottertown
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefits packAward form, Notice to Proceed form, Construction Performance
42071;
KY
Murray.
a.m.
age. Please send resume and salary history in confidence
Bond, Construction Payment Bond, Sample Certificate of
Case #04-P-00224;
Vicki Wilson.
ces form, Application for
Assuran
of
Affidavit
form,
e
Insuranc
to:
Fiduciary: W. Gerald
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
Payment form, General Conditions, Supplemental General
Davis, 197 Jones
ations,
Specific
l
of
t
A final settlemen
Order form, Technica
L an e, Conditions, Change
Human Resources
LEGAL NOTICE
accounts has been filed
Addenda, and Drawings, may be examined at the following locaTN
ville,
Henderson
A final settlement in Calloway District
Air Relief, Inc.
tions:
37075; Appointed:
of accounts has
Court by Ramona T.
P.O. Box 311
November 8, 2004;
in
filed
been
Reed Const. Data,
Roberts of the Estate
City of Murray
N/A.
Attorney:
Calloway District
ABC Plan Room
Mayfield, KY 42066
of Ray Marshall,
City Hall
Court by Martha
628 College St.
deceased.
5th
St.
N.
104
Estate of: Wilma
Nell Norsworthy of
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Exceptions to this setNo calls please.
Murray, KY 42071
Jean Barnett, 207
the Estate of Jerry
filed
be
must
tlement
nity Employer MT:DIV
Opportu
Equal
Irvan Street, Murray,
Norsworthy, in
M.
Assoc. General Contractors of
Calloway
the
Builders Exchange of Louisville
04-PCase
42071;
KY
deceased.
Am.
County District Court
2300 Meadow Drive
Fiduciary:
00230:
Exceptions to this
2201 McCracken Blvd.
on or before the hear40218
KY
,
Louisville
060
Oliver Barnett, 207
settlement must be
PO Box 1059(zip 42002)
FHC CUMBERLAND HALL
ing, which is set on
Help Wanted
Irvan Street, Murray,
the
S
in
42001
UNITIE
KY
filed
Paducah,
OPPORT
JOB
11/22/04 at 11:00 a.m.
AGC/McGraw-Hill Const.
42071; Appointed:
KY
KY)
sville,
Calloway County
(Hopkin
Vicki Wilson
Dodge Plan Room
November 8, 2004;
AGC/McGraw-Hill Const.
District Court on or
Circuit Court Clerk
*****.......
1717 Alliant Dr., Suite 11
W.
Max
Attorney:
Dodge Plan Room
before the hearing,
Registered Nurse: Positions available
40299
KY
,
Louisville
Drivers
North
104
Parker,
which is set on
6330 Knox Industrial Dr.
on acute inpatient units, prefer minimum
LEGAL NOTICE
4th Street, Murray.
LAID OFF?
Floor
First
11/22/04 at 11:00
of one year's experience working with
A final yAtlement of
Inc.
s,
Engineer
GRW
KY 42071.
adults.
and
63139
MO
nts,
Louis,
St.
,
adolesce
a.m.
Imagine a
children
filed
been
has
accounts
801 Corporate Dr.
Vicki Wilson
Position also available in residential
in Calloway District
40503
KY
n,
Career!
Lexingto
Stable
Estate of: Harold C.
Circuit Court Clerk
treatment facility, prefer minimum of one
Court by Ruby D.
Earning
SSSSS
1265
Start
Koenig,
year's experience in a mental health or
Johnson, Executrix of
Copies of the contract documents may be obtained at the office of
Hill Drive,
Wkly
Pleasant
adoleswith
working
n.
LEGAL NOTICE
setting
residential
the Estate of Chester
GRW Engineers, Inc., located at 801 Corporate Dr., Lexingto
Almo, KY 42020;
* Get your CDL & A
An informal .final
cents. Current license to practice as an
Karpinski, deceased.
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County District Court
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bid
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FHC Cumberland Hall
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EARLY
ing center looking for
professional
FT/PT
child-care provider to
guide children from
birth-12 years Child
development knowledge required Apply at
109 S 15th St

nursing home in TN
Contact Anita 731-2473205 EOE
ROOFING help for
large local protect
experience preferred
Call 888-231-7501

M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799

NOW taking applications for day & night
shift. Apply in person
tt Sonic Drive-in 217
S 12th Street No
Phone Calls Please

Incomplete resumes
will not be considered
Stovesand
Larry
Pontiac GMC. 3100
Dr.
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Paducah. KY 42003
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Mur
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Aides
For &is

ELECTRIC
WHEELCHAIRS

NOW HIRING
ROAD DRIVERS

Attn Medicare, Medicaid.
& Privets Insurance
Reagents. Now Available
tor those tirtic nave mohddy
restnctions that
Warr
Free info packet,
1-800-225-4336

SCW. 29 10 41 CP14

Overnite Transportation Company s Special
Services Division (SSC) our fast growing truckload
division, currently has excellent opportunities for
Class A COL drivers with HAZMAT endorsement

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:
Regional/Over-the-Road Drivers
Loads originating in PRINCETON, KY
delivering in New York, New Jersey, &
Massachusetts
• No Touch Freight
• Minimum time out
• Minimum 1 year expenence required
• New hire rate increases based on years
of driving experience

PAVR
• Benefits include medical, dental, vision
and 401(k) with company match

• Clean

Y..1 owe it to yourself to give us a

call

1-800-521-7788 ext. 406
www.ssd.overnite.com
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLY WORKERS
Jakel, Inc a subfractional motor manufac(urer in MURRAY is looking for entry-level
($6.00/hr) assembly motor builders for our
1st and 2nd shift (2nd shift pays a night
rate) The facility is clean and air conditioned, works on a 10-hour shift M-Th workweek with 1-1 /2 for time over 40
hours/week. The benefits include medical.
life, dental, and accident insurance plus a
401K plan Applications will be accepted
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. M-Th. Visit the
JaKel facility at 700 N. 4th Street, Murray.
No Phone Calls. EOE - M/F

South I•astern Book has an immediate
opening for an accounts receivable manager. Duties include:
- Responsible for collections
- Process credit applications
- Process payments and credits
- Customer service
COM-dates must poskess good communication skills and a positive attitude. Accounts
receivable experience necessary. Please
send resumes to:

South Eastern Book
PO Box 309
Murray, KY 42071

FREE
GET a free 4-room
Satellite System. DVR
& HD receivers available. 6 months free HD
package with Dish
Network Amenca's top
60 w/local networks
only $29.99 per month.
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
call 759-0901.
GETTING colder, isn't
it I've got a wood
stove for sale, Just
$336, the price of one
tank of propane. There
are always dead trees
to take down, free,
maybe even get paid
for it. Just $336 Call
436-2174 after six. Also
have a 10'x10' commercial garage door for
$95
INDOOR Avon and
"stuff sale Fridays and
Saturdays 9am-6pm or
appointment
by
through December 18,
New
2004
items
added weekly. 3528
Pottertown Rd. 4365900
OFFICE Desk 24x54,
gliding rocker, matching stool, end table,
large pictures, christmas, home & mexican
decorations. Call 7538004.
TV'S
COME by & check out
our large selection of
TV's and home electronics. Plasma, LCD.
DLP & Protection. TV
furniture also available
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
160
Home Furnishings
KING size Rice bed
high-boy. dresser with
tri-fold mirror, 2 night
stands & bedding. 7670884
Firewood
FIREWOOD. 270-436
5504

SED is an FOE. No phone calls please.

Domestic & Childcare
Help Wanted
MEMCO Barge Line is
seeking
currently
and
Experienced
inexperienced
Work
Deckhands.
rotations of 28 days on/
off.
days
28
satary.
Competitive
Hearth DeotE-.
40iiki 164s• &...e a

WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors. windows,
etc.
baths,
cit,
436Experienced
5914. Valerie

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
TOSHIBA laptop for
sale $250 Queen mattress and box springs
575 761-1317
Want lo Buy

ic,-..e0ftru;

a part"e ••••.* -nanager
Aooly m person
at Nfrek $
514 N 12th
Murray

090
Domestic & Childcare
Christian
OV1NG
grandma with Master's
Special
in
degree
Education will babysit
andor tutor weekends
or evenings (270)7533432
someone reliable for general housekeeping $10 per hour
614 Broad St 7598557
NEED

Wanted
POSITION
Will sit with elderly in
Benton or Murray.
Have experience with
Alzheimer's
References available
Reasonable rates Call
270-252-1679
WANT to sit with sick or
elderty in home or in
hospital, references
474-0444

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray
JUNK cars wanted
Free hauling 293-0319

1 acre w/ beautifu
2000
28'x52'
Champion home Lived
in 3 years 3BR, 2BA,
must see/must sell
759-0210
CHRISTMAS is coming. Receive a $1,000
Wal-Mart gift card with
the purchase of a new
home only at Luv
Homes of Paris. 731642-4046.
NO CASH,' WE CAN
HELP $0 down and a
$1,000 Wal-Mart gift
card with purchase of a
new home 731-642E185
SHARP 1997 nice
mobile home, C/H/A.
14x60, will pay sales
tax and put it in your
name for $8.795 437•
4465
Irpobile Homes For Rent
28R country, excellen
required
references
759-1837
38R $275 753-6012
mobile
NICE 2BR
home and lots for rent.
No pets. 753-9866

DISCOUNTED doors
Call
and windows
Myers
at
Donnie
Lumber. Murray 7536450

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR furnished. low utilities, no lease, no pets
$225 mo 753-3940
1BR with study. washer/dryer included $350
per month 1BR with
studio $335 per month
28R townhouse IBA
dryer
and
washer
included $410 per
month 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath W&D.
refrigerator. stove &
1
dishwasher $325
month free 759-8780
1BR, 1BA central gas
heat & air, all appliances, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. no pets.
753-2905

LP Gas Refills. New
100 lb. cyl. & OPD
valves in stock B&B
Broker 753-4389

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
150
Articles
For Sale
ALMOST new 50 gallon hot water heater
Cost $380 at Murray
Supply $125 obo Call
759-5073

2 and 3 bedroom town
houses. 1400 sq.ft
wid, clasp, dw, stove &
fridge included $550
and $600 No pets, no
utilities Close to MSU
227-0375.
in
bath
2
2BR
Cambridge II, appliances furnished, nice
$475 + deposit 8411599 762-0040
28R, 1BA, C/H/A. carport,W/D, no pets, 1 yr
lease $350p/mo 7539636
4 bedroom house. 1, 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
HILLWOOD apt 2BR,
trash/water/sewer,
turn, lease & deposit
$350/mo
required
293-5117
LIKE new 1BR on
Brooklyn Drive, all
appliances furnished.
no pets Call 435-4382
leave message
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 1 BR apt $150
deposit on Brooklyn Dr
334-626-6776
NICE 2BR duplex. no
pets. 753-7457 or 4366357
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 111-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2BR, 1.5BA
townhouse All appliances central gas heat
and air, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
Houses For Rent
2BR house, centre
H&A. wd hookup, no
pets 753-2259, 5278174 $550 a month, 1
month deposit
2E3R, 1 bath, C/H/A, 3
min. N of Murray. Call
after
759-1204
6:00p.m.
2BR, 753-4860, 7531502
1ba,
2br,
CLEAN
C/H/A, carport, W/D, 1
year lease, no pets
$495p/mo. 753-9636

1505 Diugurd Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•Ail Size Units Available
Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
Fact SALE
2100 Country Rd.

3 bedroom. 2 bath home on one plus acre scenic lot
in S.W. Villa. Extra large double garage plus separate
outbuilding. Priced in 5160's with immediate possesCall 270-753-5755

Real Estate

408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020

Retail
or
OFFICE
space for rent. 404 N.
4th St. 850 sq.ft. or
more. Call 759-3772
WAREHOUSE, 8,000
sq. ft. $650/month.
1,100 sq. ft. store front
$450/month. Both in
Farmington. 345-2447
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC Reg. Black Lab
Pups. (731)232-6147.
BLUE Heeler puppies.
parents on premises.
Fulton (270)472-1543
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
TOY poodles $350
293-9076 cell, 4366414 home
YORKSHIRE Terrier
puppy. small female, 8
weeks old. $700. 3822831

CHICKENS for sale
489-2790
CLEAN wheat straw for
sale. $1.50/bale. 40 lb
bales avg. Delivery
731-642available
6431

IN country, 3 bedroom,
large
room,
living
kitchen, and utility
room, C/H/A. $425 per
mo $400 deposit. 4354485, 293-0624
bedroom
2
NICE
house. S.W. area $375
+ deposit. 435-4226
NICE 3 bedroom, 2
bath home in excellent
All
neighborhood.
appliances furnished.
Deposit, lease and references necessary. No
pets. Call 753-3827,
leave message.

Trailers for
rent
MIW
753-5862
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

an
with
RETIRE
income Paris Landing
Townhouse 5 unit
complex situated on 6
beautiful acres, partial
view of KY Lake.
$249,000 OBO. 731232-8557, 731-7070195

Thursday, Nov. 18, 2004•Starting at 9:00 a.m.
Saturday, Nov. 20, 2004•Starting at 9:00 a.m.
COINS• ANTIQUES• COLLECTIBLES• GLASSWARE• NICE FURNITURE
Sellinx the Personal Propertl of 1A•rs Karnes. fil'• 1422 - Taturnsville. KY

there is kits i it nice merchandise in this Auction. Lori is moving to Fkittiiii. she is not taking
touch with her Come prepared to spend all day On Thursday we will sell househoki collectibles
and now. items. Also we wilt sell some dramatise items and toys Saturday we wilt sell corns,
antiques. furniture and glassware
DIRECTIONS TO SALE. From Drallens ilk. K1' traveling Hwy. 641 North appiroi. 2
a on righL
Hwy., turn right proceed 1 1/2 ogles to sle
1422ITatuwassine
.4•L
audioa
to Hwy.
i
rait'.
Vistch
HOUST-HOLD AND MISC. ITEMS' 28 pc. Strong of Folk Craft Dtanensare Large wooden Loon
kinds of exercise equipment and professional weights - blenders - kitchen utensil, - Christmas
dewy drinking glasses mugs, plates saucers - bow Is - muffin ins- wine glasses- Pyrex baking dishes coffee pot green Pyrex bowl - Anchor-Hocking pieces. toaster • odd bowls • elecinc ran 5hiikr - pitcher &
- Hawaiian Luau pail) items- has ••i preners basbowl 2 nice dorm sue refrigerators several
kets of floral arrangements - all kinds of wicker baskets blankets • towels - wash Limbs - sheets glass
clocks copper cup - VCRs - lots of nautical. - paddles. boats. buoys - lots of home decorations wall
players rinse picture triunes - wreaths - stainless bar set seseral ceramic decorator dishes • nautical
birdhouse - mints - paintings - decorative fish net new desk chair in box - new neon bar signs. miss M- commercial clothes racks Satan decorations - Tropical decorations flower pots
iles. some
50's retro dinette table & 4 chain
ruise. 24 old soda cases. CC coin - nice old drink bottles fluted fruit howls- Fos/oria glasses- ceramic roosters - nice Delineator print, antique Manlyn Monroe prints. wooden dress screen with Marilyn
Monroe stamps & pnnt, - Marilyn Monroe stand ups, Marilyn Monroe tin signs. Marilyn Minnie umbrella, Manlyn Monroe figunnes. Marilyn Monne pictures - antique fringed tamp' Lists Presley. records antique kids guitar nice antique fold down school desk with drawer antique dress form • nice Boulesard
ii Broken Dreams poor - sorne tars iii marbles - gumball machine on stand - several antique pictures,
prints. names. punch howl & cup,, grape pattern Homer-Laughlm dishes' lots of odd ceramic dishes.
planer,, bowls, saucers, dessert dishes- Pink depression - green depression candy dishes glass juicer hilt
pieces - unique crock pitcher - old butter molds - wood butter paddles - misc. antique crocks several stone jugs- sesert glass jugs- antique bubbk pictures -John F Kennedy 1917-63 Post inagailile
Loser. franyd - old cameras nwe hiller churn #4 with dasher - old Midwest milk bottle - McCoy bowl Pepsi-Cola Metal handy - metal pie plate - old buttons - sterling China tea pot flat irons - white grape pattern gold trim glassware' white egg plates - pressed glass bowls - nice glass cake stands - Tienshan China
with gold plated silverware - Occupied Japan pieces - kerosene lamps - 2 sets of dinnerware - wometi's
bath tub - antique bird cage's- wood
hats in box 'old medicine' 2 crosscut saws- antique sleigh
high chair

ANTIQUES & GLASSWARE,Nice ,.)Id Pedal can, al dinner bell-

TOYS & COLLECTIBLES; Link Tykes Playstation - Beams Shop. Kitchen Ms Donald',- Legos Block Table - Gum Ball Fish Aquanum - Radio Flayer Doll Wagon. Denim Days 1985 Home Interior colknot% - porcelain figurines 1991 Hamilton plate colketion - stuffed bears - Teddy Roosevelt collecteons
- Calsellas hunting collections - Cabellas fishing collection • lots of collectible chef ileitis - kits ••I eelkciiiiile lunch box tins 1995-96 UK. Coca Cola Bottles - Coca-Cola Nascar bottles - Coca-Cola Dale
Earnhardt honk. - Coca-Cola Super Bowl Bottles - Cosa-Cola Christmas Bottles Old Coke Cans Several Marilyn Monroe Dolls- Ceramic Zebras. Metal Budweiser Bucket - Ducks l'altrruted Remington
Ammo Box - New Assortment ol Dolls, kids, cars, trucks. Immix machine, tape players, games bigger
kids toss, strollers, baby beds, playpen carseat

BEANIE BABY COLLECTION• Tv's Special 0,er Seas, Disney. The Grateful Dead, Harley Davidson,
Bambino',Baseball Beanies, and many More beanies. Lots of Christmas Dee011itionS & Collectibles •
Collections of all kinds ii1 Baseball. Basketball. Football. arid NaNeal Cards. Michael Jordan Card, f'ollector Posters Many Michael Jordan collectibles, Nascar collectihk cars
FURNITURE' Nice Poker Table Nice Cane Bottom Bar Stools • Boar Shelf - Nice Wooden Champagne
Crate- Several Pieces of Wicker Furniture - Wood Shadow Shelves. Nice Wrought Iron Plant Stand- Pine
Heart Table Nice BON Organizer with Wicker Drawers- New Hammock Nice Cosered Chair- Nick
Wood Corner Cabinet - Antique Wood Rocking Chair • .Anuque But - Coffee Table - CD Cabinet.
Handheld TV - Poodle Dog Table- Several Maple End Tables Maple Cocktail Table - glass top display nice wood Painted Desk & Chair - Antique Wood Table- Nice Antique Oak 1)resser - MINIX Strait Back
Chan Maple Bedroom Suite: Bed, dresser, chest metal cabinets Antique Quilt Sox- Lori, of nice Patio
Tables & Chairs - Nice Wicker Chifforobe - Nice Glass Curio Cabinets - 5 drawer wood Chest - Wood
Book Cast - Filing Cabinets - Nice Wood Entertainment Center • 4 Pc. Wicker Set_
ITEMS. Motorcycle Trailer- Weedeater, 1.8 hp gasoline powered - Pressure Washer • Push Siang
Torturer -Old Wood Box - Lots of Miss Tools, hammers. pipe wrenches. etc. Hydraulic bottle lacks Garden Toils- Fishing Tackle - Concrete et Glue Trowels - Camping SioNe - Gas Cans Coolers • GolfClubs - Nails - 6 ft Fiberglas, Ladder- Mailbox - Gas Grill - Grease Gun- Battery Charger Bird Feeders
- Nail Kegs - Lots of other items not mentiimed
We are still going through everything wine prepared find kits or inerchandi..e not mentioned
Lori Karnes, Owner
DON'T MISS THIS GREAT AUCTION!!!DEWEESESELLS!
PERSONAL PROPERTY TE_RMS: CASH DAY OF SALE. UP IODATE BANK LETTERS "A Misr

DEWEESE
(../fucnoN&

Dc.•.cesc
AL,c1.6-10- • • ace
c•
Auctioneer
L. Deweese. Auctioneer • Clay Harper. App Auctioneer
Deweese Sells, •1270)554-6568 (270)642-2200•(2731642-2295
Bruce

Trent

esTATE

GARAGE SALE
140 Wells
Purdom
Saturday
8 a.m.-Noon
Sears swivel work
table with band
saw & belt
sander, misc.
furniture,
household items.

YARD SALE
516 S. 13TH ST,
SAT ONLY
7:00 AM- 3:00 PM

Name brand clothing, womens size 7
and 11/12 sizes.
Baby items & toys.
Household items,
mower, exercise
equip. lots of stuff

JUST MOVED
SALE
815 SHARPE ST.
SATURDAY
8AM-NOON
NO EARLY
SALES
A little bit of even/
thing, plus sales-

mans holiday
clothing samples
kids 0-4

2412 New Holt Road • Paducah. Kentucky 42001
P.O. Box 542 Cunningham. KY

www dcweeseauction com

Used Cars

Services Offered

Boats 8 Motors

Homes For Sale
FOR sale by owner:
2106 Southwest Drive.
Southwest Villa. 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with
app. 2,500 sq.ft of living space. Many high
end features. View at
www.forsalebyowner.c
10420212270.
om
Phone 753-9289
JUST reduced! Be in
this brand new house
before the holidays. 3
bath,
bedroom, 2
kit/dining combo, living
RM, utility RM. 2 car
garage. 293-7116, 7599359
NICE 2 BR, 1 bath,
Puryear, TN. Call
(270)492-8706. Owner
financing available.

HUNTER'S Special.
Polaris
2000
Expedition 425 ATV.
Camouflage seat cover
and saddlebags. Front
and rear racks, winch
reinforced
and
bumpers. Great for
hunting! $4,000. Call
767-9575 after 5:00
2003 Honda Rancher.
green, good
4x4,
shape, $3,500 firm
489-2022
Yamaha
'93
Timberwolf, very good
machine $1,500 7520018

Sport Utility Vehicles
BLAZERCHEVY
1999
4x4, white. LS, loaded.
4 3 auto. 6 cylinder.
96.xxx miles. good
condition. $7,500 Call
753-7577 or 705-6414
2003 GMC Envoy,
magnetic red metallic,
chrome wheels, sun
roof, must sell. 2001 F150 XLT Supercrew.
low miles. $16.900
753-5904 or 293-1636
2001 Escape XLT.
Moonroof. 114K mites.
57,000. 2001 Taurus
SES. Moonroof, 84K
miles. $5,500. 2000
Taurus $4.500. 1998
Explorer Sport 117K
miles, $4,400. CrSK
270-705-5973 anytime.
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Cal,in Klein. Coca-Cola After the Walk_ Halloween, Holiday Theme Barbie Collecior Plates Barbie Radio
C•11..100 Annisersary France. Barbie SE Hsi,. Tale of' Peter Rabbit, 1 Lose Lucy, Bkatirundales, Raggedy
Ann & Andy. The Gap. f'ampbells Soup. Barbie Clothes, Seseral Disney Bullies. lots of other Babies not
mentioned.

Farms For Sale
15 fenced acres appx
3 miles east of Murray
in a nice community
Has road frontage for a
home and would be
great for horses or to
$60,000.
subdivide.
Call 753-1940 and
leave message or call
978-0523

492
REP
Roof
yea
Cart
A-1
437-

BARBIE DOLL COLLECTION' GI Jane, Marilyn Monroe. Harley Das idson Si & 2. Little lkhbie.

1999 Honda Accord
EX Loaded, with warranty. $9,000 OBO.
527-5860
1-Bird,
Red
1997
cream puff, 1 owner.
$6,500 OBO. 767-0899
'96 Cutlass Supreme.
white, good
tires,
condition.
excellent
$2,500. Call after 5pm
489-2921
Altima
'94
GXE,
162,000 miles, $2,500
OBO. 382-3996
'93 Buick Century,
good condition. 86.950
miles 761-2003

1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C. 4 captain's chairs.
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel excellent condition. Call 7679442
1989 Ford Aerostar,
good condition, new
tires/ battery. 4374942

436-2867 Joe s Mowe
pick
Repair.Free
up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work.

1993 Ranger 482VS.
dual console, 25th
edition,
anniversary
2002 mercury 150, tandem trailer, cover,
garage kept, (731)6447905 after 600 p m.
(731) 431-9306. leave
message $13.500

AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867

www.trotterswoodshop.com
We build, repair,
and refinish.

EZY
N

Quest,
Nissan
97
128,700 miles, very
good condition, asking
$3,900. 753-5958.

Storage Rentals

48' Storage

Deeded
FOR Sale
imeshare week 441. 1
bedroom unit, Vacation
International,
Club
Cadiz, KY on Lake
Barkley. $1,500. Call
309-444-4279

2 DAY AUCTION

w-•

•1101,

1220 Hopkins
Road • Murray
• 753-0249
'PICK UP g DELIVERY PROVIDED*

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy

diret.

Order by II a.m. &
pick up nest day.
5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in
a #1 & #2 available in most colo

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844

Used Trucks
01 Ranger XLT 4x2
stepside, black, 26,xxx
mi. Call Bobby 9780977.
'89 Chevy 4 WD long
bed.
great'
Runs
$2.200 752-0018

David's Cleaning
Services
We

Specialize in Cleaning"

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Home.

Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
.We Use Hot Water .Parking Lot. & Driveways
•Bnck •All External

Campers
20ft. camper, self-conbathroom.
tained,
kitchen, queen bed. loft
for kids, chairs, table,
awning.
benches.
Owner financing available. $2,500 OBO
761-1317

1998 21f1 Bumble Bee
bass boat with 200
Johnson Venom. Lake
ready. priced to sell.
(270)293-5215

David Korders
(270) 767-0313 or (270) 527-7176

McGrews
VINYL SIDING
CUSTOM REMODELING
For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.
..1

•

Tr
st
2:

2

ras.2.22010#1111,

222..

4.•

Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal, clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc (270)4892583
Hudson
LAYTON
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work.
or 492-6265
753-4545
SEPTIC
ALEXANDER
removal,
Leaf
SERVICE. Septic tank
mulching, painting, odd
and grease trap cleaning and repair. Access lobs. cleaning. 227risers installed. 753- 0056
5933, 1-877-335-1500
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
ALL CARPENTRY
"since 1971"
Remodehng, additions,
*Carpets *Upholstery
porches, decks, sun
*Emergency Water
rooms, roofing, vinyl
Removal *Quick
siding, mobile home
Drying
repair, sagging floors,
Free Estimates
termite & water dam"Got Dirt?"
age. Larry Nimmo
753-5827
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
Painting & Staining,
BACKHOE & TRUCKMinor
Carpentry,
ING
Plumbing, will repair
ROY HILL.
your old furniture.
Septic system, gravel,
given.
s
Estimate
white rock.
Phone 435-4682
436-2113
PAYTON Lawn Care.
Dozer work & Track
estimates.
FREE
hoe
fertilizing.
Mowing,
CARPORTS Starting
landscaping, leaf rakat $675 installed Roy
ing, light backhoe work.
Hill (270)436-2113
Phone: 270-436-5507,
Cell: 270-293-7717
DNJ HANDYMAN
painting at
QUALITY
We do all the odd lobs
an affordable price. For
you don't have time
estimates, call 293for Plus, all repairs for
3647
home and business.

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence Call
Carters.
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

293-5438

RESICOM
LLC.
Contractors,
Home repair, renovation & building services, concrete & tile, vinyl
siding & replacement
270-227windows.
2115, 270-436-5764

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

Horoscopes
by Jamming.Big&
WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
TENNESSEE Metals,
Inc. 641 North Puryear,
TN 38251. (731)2473222. Monday thru
Thursday 8-4, now
buying tin, iron, cars.
Come by for the best
prices anywhere! Rolloff containers also
available.
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.
WATERPROOFING
AND
BASEMENTS
CRAWLSPACES
roof
Underground
drains, surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
nprap installed, storm
BRENT
shelters
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
759-1515, 1-877-3351500
ree Cobmn
FREE puppies
6117

INTERIOR Painting.
estimates.
Free
References available.
270-792-4619

489

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

SYSTEM
SEPTIC
INSTALLATION. And
repair, pumping. field
replacement,
line
washer beds installed.
gravel
Excavating,
driveways and parking
lots installed. BRENT
LEN
AL
SEPTECH.759-151 5,
1-877-335-1500

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Mural Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

DON'T FORGET
IF YOU HAVE DROPPED OFF ANY
PICTURES YOU CAN PICK THEM UP
AT MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
1001 WHITNELL AVE.

Sewing By Steven
5leetad
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

• Custom Blinds
ng Silks
Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Includi

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361
GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, LLC
"Pic C Icar

Nct-d:t."

.Lir NI,

I .11- .11.i

PURCHASE,ZERO DOWN!

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money down
•Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

(270) 753-7407
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for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Monday, Nov. 15, 2004:
Your self-expression comes out,
be it through humor or general
creativity. You will tend to risk,
but be sure you can afford a backfire. You will be lucky this year,
especially come spring, when the
world is your oyster. You'll enter
a new life and luck cycle at this
point. Christen it well. In the
interim you might want to look at
what isn't working in your life,
and let those areas go. Make
room for better, and you will get
better. Finances become a major
focus. Creativity can help you
expand your income. Tap into a
talent. If you are single, you
could become quite possessive
about the person you choose to
bond with. Curb a tendency to
put this person on a pedestal.
Eventually he or she will tumble
off. If you are attached, work on
romantic
more
creating
moments. Re-create first dates.
SCORPIO gives you financial
insight.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult

TV Listings Moniday, November 14,2004
OM,D- GALAXif
A- CHARTER, B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- MEDIAC
MONDAY MORNING
11.00 11.30
10:30
10:00
9:30
9.00
8:30
8:00
I 7:30

A BCD 6:00 j 6:30 I 7:00
Good Morning America I
15 fii,), News
W10114-ABC 2 2
Good Morning America I
News
11/91.-48C 3 3 3

Regis and Kelly

The View (N) X

Tony Ow=

The View(NI!

•Mwe PAuirf
Matlock (In Stereo)

Ellen Show
Tony Denza
ViR
News
Right
Is
Price
The
I
Williams
Moniel
Show!
The Early
,News
News
11111$426 5 5
- -4To Be Announced News!
Today In Stereo)I
WPSD4IIC 6 6 6 6 News!
Divorce News
The View (N1 I
Kelly
and
Regis
Good Morning America!.
7 Good Morning
W88J-A8C 7 7
Jokers Mr
Arthur IiS.sw1.Street! Booh- Barney
Mr
WIFT-PEIS 8 8
Divorce Justice
Hatched Hatchet Judge Mathis 1. People's Court
LigM- Pet
Paid
KBS-Fcs 9 9 2 3 Paid
Day Live IC
Good
Pat
Berens- Under- Garfield Dennis Home Delivery (N) PM
Paid
VICITV-UPN 10 17 11 30 Paid
less
Young-Rest
The Price Is Right
Regis and Kelly
The Early Show :In Stereo)!
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show
.1.1
Magnum,P
Falba- Hillbil- Matlock (In Stereo) Heat of Night
Hap
16 38 9 10 Chang- Win- Hap
WGN
Feidick InspirMi.J. Meyer Love
Your
Hagee Life
InspirFeed
Truths Kgd
17 83 28
WISP
Reading
lk
TabSesame Street! Lions
BIM-PBS 21 21 5 11 Arthur Clifford Dragon Caillou Shrinks Barney
Spin
Marina
Parkers
Believ- Living Thais
Paid
Paid
Chapel Sabrina Sabrina GRC
81:11(A4VB 22 16 10
SportsCter!
SportsCen
SportsCenter!
24 29 26 8 SportsCenter! SportsCenter!
ESPN
Series-Poker
Cold Pizza In Stereo,:!
Live)!
Stereo
(In
Pizza
Cold
1
No.
E5PN25:
25
30
ESPN2 25
Pimp
Pimp
Pimp
Pimp
MTV Hits
Video Clash
26 49 27 24 Wake Up'Mash- Eminern Music
MTV
Amy!
Judging
'I(
Stereoi
(In
ER
Stereo)!
ER :In
28 27 39 14 The Pretender! Angel In Stereo p Charmed 1
TNT
MaliMaliClean Sweep! Trading Spaces
fBaby
iTodd- Baby
Hi-Se: Peep
Save
29 41 41
TLC
Question
Pop
Golden
Nanny
Nanny
Golden
IMad Abt. Golden Nanny
30 52 31 31 Fit Lite Workout SWLiFE
The District!Movie: *** -W."( 9941 Meg Ryan I Nash Bridges d The District 4.
32 51 49 5 Texas Ranger
USA
Array"PG'
-Brsekkg
Movie:
(1452)
Usemboat
Movie:
James Bond Story Movie: *** How to Marry a AMkonaire"
34 58 29
AMC
l
Confidentia
dCity
4.
Watch
Third
Waiters.
Julie
Drama)
1Movie: -The Return'(2003,
35 35 44 27 MO*:"Pride-3£ ,Old
A&E
Hse. Full Hse.
Full
lif
Girls
Gilmore
Club!
700
The
Living
Two
36 53 36 2 Spider Digimon Rangers BeyFAN
1Blues- Little Bill
Dora
BeckSpider Lazy
Blues
37 22 24 4 Oddpar- Neutron Rugrats Sponge Dora
NICK
Crafters Collec- -T iomes Sensible
Room
T1Pical I Quilts Duvall Duvall Room
Garden- Solu43 36 18
HGTV
Deep Space 9
7 Days In Stereo) Deep Space 9
MacGyve ;
Paid
Paid
Paid
44,33 30 23 Paid
SPIKE
Creek! Dawson's Creek! Saved- Saved- 1
52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Movie: **'; -Retch'(1985, Comedy)! Dawson's
WTBS
,
Looney i Looney Sylves- I. SOyes- Scooby Scooby Tom 8 Jerry
Jackie Coden- Ed, Edd Grim
65 32 50
TOON
Trial Heat
Open Court
i Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
COURT 66 61
106 & Park: Top 10 Live
BET
Start
BET
Inspiration
Morning
(5 00: BET
67 39,
BET
CIF Music
CMA
5001 CMT Music
70 34
CMTV
Movie: 'Normal"!4
(2002)
Fisher"
'Movie: ***'2 "Anhvone
Graduating Peter Ito*: "Strictly Business" X Pan650 71 51
HBO
-Dance With Ate"!
Travolta.
John
12003)
-IMovie:** "Basic"
Movie: ** -Double Whartirny
Movie Rudyard-Jungle
765 72 54
MAX
1965i I Black
"Ghouties"(
Movie:**
lE
Movie Movie:*, "The Siuggers Wife"(198.5) Movie: "Bank Shot"t 1974)
X0 73 52
SHOW
,Higgly
Koala
Wiggles
Out-Box
!PBJ
iWiggles Stanley Rolie
Wiggles Higgly :JoJo
Koala
78 31 57
DISN
Bum!"
Mich,
'Bum,
Movie:
(1968)
Pepper"
and
Movie Entertain( Movie: 'The Honkers"(1972) Movie: a': "Salt
705
FUX
'Letters
(2002)1
Prooct"
Laraine
"The
'Movie:
'G'
62
Bugs' 1001 Tales Movie: **** 2001 • A Space Odyssey"(1968)
111302
WSW44111C 4 4

News

Today (In Stereo)I

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Everyone's imagination
(including yours) runs haywire.
Try to funnel this gift and use it
constructively. Work with individuals, not groups. Brainstorm. This
process could go on for a while.
Funny, outrageous moments just
happen. Tonight: Time to direct
this intensity elsewhere.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
M. 1)- GALAXY
A- CHARTER. II- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C. MEDIACO
***** Others pop up with
MONDAY AFTERNOON
6:30
6:00
5:30
1
500
4:30
.
I
4:00
requests
3:30
and
3:00 I
solutions, ideas
2-00 I 2:30
12:00 I 12:30 I 1:00 I 1:30
Fortune
News
ABC
News
News
The boss might not be as helpful
News
Judy
Judy
WKR11-48C All My Children ; One Lite to Live General Hospital
as you'd like. He or she might be
News! EnterMontel Williams News! ABC
!One Life to Live General Hospital Larry Elder
1151L-ABC All My Children
ideas.
more
up
into dreaming
News
NBC
News
Winfrey!
Oprah
Phil
Dr.
Lives
our
of
Days
Pasion!'
News
W3V14111C News
Work with those who are willing
News
and present with the moment. lifTW-CBS Y 8 R Talk of the Town Bold
Guiding Light! As World Turns News Edition News CBS
News! Fortune
NBC
Tonight: The world is your oyster.
News!
MillionJeopPhil
Dr.
TBA
Edition
!
WPSCHEC Days of our Lives 'Passions
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Fortune
News
ABC
Oprah W nfrey X News
WEI8J-ABC All My Children! One Life to Live General Hospital Dr. Phil
***** Dig into work. You
r
News-Lehre
Zoom!
Arthur
!Postmight not have an alternative,
114/IPT-P8S Virtues Lions Reading'Cr- Shrinks Zoboo Dragon 1Clifford Maya
SimpHill
King
Malcolm
to
708
Fear Factor!
especially if you would like
Maury(NI!
GirlK8SI-Fox Brown Brown The 700 Club! Paid
Sports
leave the office on time. A new
Yes
RayYes
Blind
Blind
IlilakMaliOver!
Starting
'Missing
EnterPaid
WOTV-UPN Paid
idea or different approach will
RayNews!
CBS
News!
it
Oprah Winfrey
As World Turns Guiding Light! Ellen Show
KFYS-C115 NewsI Bold
work well. Your creativity shakes
HornWill
Will
HornCosby
Cosby
Magnum,PI it Home Videos
up others, though you might find
News(In Stereo) Rockford Files
WON
Cerullo
Hickey
Magee
ChangReplay
another person playing devil's
Discov- Steel
Bed
Mass
Fellow- Inspir- Inspir- NisLife
INSP
advocate. Tonight: Plan on calm.
r
News-Lehre
BusiGED
Dragon
Clifford
Cyber- Maya
W10111-PBS Develop Develop Berens- Shrinks Zoom! PostCANCER (June 21-July 22)
KenHorn'Cosby
Cosby
Gi
Yu
Gi
Yu
PokePokeFeud
IFeud
!
***** Your imagination knows
lIfIXA-14`8 Life 8 Style(N)I Jerry Springer
CountdSportsCenter i Live!
NFL Primetime X HornInterNFL
no limit. Your humor invigorates
SportsCenter! SportsCenterI
ESPN
Basketball
NFL
r
others, encouraging them to
Series-Poke
Golf!
Anything
Do
'd
ESPN2 NFL Monday Quarterback (Live)
focus and find solutions. Do
Friend R. Wrld Chal.
Pimp
TRL lt:
Boiling Date
Ozzfest !Battle Ozzfest !Eminern Music
MTV
Pimp
might
You
experts.
Find
research.
Law & Order!
,
Charmed!
Stereo'
In
i
Angel
Order!
&
Law
Order!
8
and
,Law
start thinking about splitting
Judging Amy! NYPD Blue la_
TNT
n a Fix V
r
Sweep
Clean
Out
You
While
Spaces
going out of town. Tonight: Take
Trading
MaliMali,
Baby
Baby
WedProRIC
care of your responsibilities.
Golden "Every9 Seconds"
Golden
Nanny
Nanny
Medicine
Strong
(2003)1
Love
True
-One
LIFE
Unsolved Myst. Movie:**
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
JAG :In Stereoi1 Biggest Loser
Movie:**11: liar Liar"(1997)I
JAG .:-. Stereo , 74 Movie:**'; stinng It On (2000i Jr
USA
*** You might not want to open
-An Amencan Werewolfin Pans"(1997)
Movie: lir* -Sdyer Bulter(1985)'R'
up like you normally do. Some
Movie:*ea "Lucas-(1986('PG-13
Movie Breaking
AMC
and
American Justice
home
stay
to
Lions could opt
Movie: "The Return"(2003. Drama)Julie Walters. Third Watch A-. City Confidential
AiLE
American Justice Old
work. Partners mean well and
X
Smallville
Heaven!
FullHse FullHse Gilmore Girls! 7th
Boy
Boy
Step
FAN
Family Family Step
could inspire you. Your comments
r
OddperNeutron
Rugrats
Arnold
Thom- Rocket Rugrats Rugrats Oddpar- Neutron Sponge U Pick
Back- Lazy
NICK
could be a lot more sarcastic or
House
House Week- Land- Curb
sharp than you realize. Screen
HGTV
Decorat- Smart Mission Design Design Design- House Outer If Walls
Sal
Crime
CSI:
Videos
Police
calls if posible. Tonight: Order in.
Exp.
Real TV Real TV Maximum
MacGyver;
Star Trek Gen.
SPIKE Star Trek Gen.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
RayRaySeinfeld
Seinfeld
HornHornYes
Yes
Drew
V/TBS Cosby Cosby Harvey 'Harvey Drew
**** At work you express yourEd, Edd
Totally Turtles Static Titans Grim
self while inspiring others. You
TOON Looney Looney Power- Dexter Ed, Edd Ed, Edd Coden- Ozzy
Cops!
Cops!
,
Blue!
morning
NYPD
Crier
the
in
Catherine
distant
be
might
Closing Arguments
COURT Both Sides
BET
lost in thought on someone new
106 & Park: Top 10 Live
Student Center 'Rap City: Tha Bassment
-TO
0
),
Song-(2001
"Praon
BET
Movie:**
in your life. Careful: You need to
Coyote Ugly
ill 00 CMT Music
ClifTV
be here and now. Decide to
Fischer' Movie: **1-2 "Brown Sugar"(2002)1
spend some money to make
HBO
Movie: Normal X Movie: at -Le Ohrorce"(2003)'PG-13 Movie: 'Searching for Bobby
'R The League ot Extraorcelary Gentlemen
n"
(1997)
Resurrectio
some money. Tonight: Celebrate
-Alien
Movie:
(1980)'R'
MAX
Movie Dance Me Movie: **': "Caddyshack
the weekend at a favorite spot.
Movie: *ea Radom''1990)'R'I
Philipps
Busy
(2003)
Room"
"Home
**
Movie:
SHOW Movie Black Cad * 'More Dogs Than Bones
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Lithe , Sister
Even
Proud
Kim
Recess
Lilo
Recess
IHouse
House
Stanley Pooh
JoJo
DISN
*** Indulge yourself. You might
Killer lacers From Space
972)
Honkers"(
"The
**'..2
Movie:
Entertainer'
'The
Movie:
K
have been eyeing a new pur'1983,
FLIX
Movie; ea* "Educaeng Rita"
(2003) Laramie Proi,
Real
Girls"
"AN
chase that you really want. Just
the
eta
Movie:
(2003)
Love"
With
"
2
Down
at'
Movie:
Patrol'
H802 Letters Movie: ** "The Last
make sure you are going to get a
A- CHARTER. K. All KR-)ELECTRIC,C.. MEDIACONL Il- GAL AX1
good buy. Stop and pick up a card
EVENING
AY
MOND
e
someon
for
or token affection
10:30 I 11:00 11:30 I 12:00 I 12:30
7:00 I 7:30 I 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 I
you care about. Tonight: Curb
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
News
!
Cowboys.
Dallas
at
Eagles
P'.iade:conia
Football
NFL
Live
WKRN-ABC Monday Night
r
your possessiveness.
i
News! Nightline ,Seinfeld Seinteld
WSIL-ABC Life of Luxury IN)! NFL Football Philadelphia Eagles at Dallas Cowboys IT
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Tonight Show! Late Night In Stereo)ILast Call
News
***** You are the cat's meow
WSIAV-NBC Fear Factor(NI! Las Vegas (In Stereo' $25 Million
with the Moon in your sign, chargLate Show :In Stereoi Entertain The Late Late Show
News
Listen Up Raymond Two Men CSI: Miami t'sl': .1-_.
,
WTVF-CBS Still
ing you with energy and magnet: News!I The Tonight Show! Late Night :In Stereo' ILast Call
Las Vegas (In Stereo) $25 Million
WPSO-NBC Fear Factor :N: 11:
ism. Family might be touchy. Pick
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
News
I
and choose your words, as you
WBBJ-ABC Life of Luxury'Ni 1 NFL Football Philadelphia Eagles at Dallas Cowboys
t
the
of
War
America They Made America
the
Scully
want
Served
really don't
They Made America 'News
WNPT-P8S Antiques Roadshow Stories of Valor
i
Roses. Be a smart Scorp
Paid
-Ilr Drew
Becker
King
Frasier!
The Swan On Stereo 70s Show Malcolm LSirnpKBSI-Fox Trading Spouses
Tonight: Your wish is another's
Paid
Paid
Cheaters
Entertain
Winfrey!
Friends 'Oprah
Second News
GirtHalf
WOTV-UPN One
pleasure.
Show
Late
Late
The
1In
Friends
Stereo)
Show
Late
News!
21)
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec.
'Listen Up Raymond Two Men
KFYS-CEIS Still
Street
Justice
Nj
Delivery
Home
*** Don't allow others to pres
lk
Becker
4:.
Becker
Movir **',2 'Dead Heat'(2002. Suspense)
WGN
sure you. By proceeding like this
InspirInspirHoicomb Missions Fellow- The
l'irlithrgh Bam C. Your Day Life
INSP
you'll
is a normal workday,
(li If_
Rose
Charlie
WuWorkLife
Ky
X
1.4)
:
Party
House
WKINJ-PBS Kentucky TonigM X Nova ,In Stereo! 11. Regency
accomplish a lot. A call or compliif
Extra
Cops!
Paid
RoseRoseface.
your
'Will
on
smile
a
Judy
ment puts
Everwood (In Stereo) Judy
WDKA WB 7th Heaven!
:Lrvei
er
SportsCent
(Lrvei
ew
Keep plans and ideas to yourself.
SportsCsn
if
Trophy
Figure Skatin NHK
Countdown
ESPN
As you mull them over, you could
VITA Tennis Tour Championships -- Final I ATP Tennis: Tennis Masters Cup
Series-Poker
Basketball
College
ESPN2
Tonight:
ive.
perspect
your
change
Eminem Music
Born
Friend
Ozzfest Ozzfest Pimp
ChalChatChal'ChMChatTake some personal time.
MTV
NYPD Blue!
Blue!
NYPD
a
Trace
a
Without
it
ii
Order
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
A
Law
Law 8 Order - Gnef Law & Order
TNT
.
***** Clear out work and add
Stories-O.R
Ward
Maternity
Life
Trauma:
.
Stories-O.R
_
.
Ward
Maternity
Trauma: Life
TIC
a touch of socializing as you roll
Goiden Providence -Gotha'
Nanny
!Clean
Clean
Suspense)
.(2001,
Breath'
Last
'The
Movie:
UFE
Movie Every9Sac
into a very social 24 hours. You
Movie: eat "Training Day"12001)Denialt1kUhinglon. Gooch!
Movie. at 'The Scow? King (2002):X
might want to investigate an
Law & Order: SVU
USA
your
help
expenditure that could
Movie: at .i The ExorasiIN"(1990)George C Scott. Ilovir lawn2"
Movie: et* "Scream2"0997) David Arguette 'IR'
AMC
public appearance or professionGotti
Crossing Jordan! Cold Case Flies! Gotti
Airline 4 Mondo
Gotti
Cold Case Files! Gotti
ABE
al status. Tonight: Hook up with
Paid
Paid
Met
Fern. Mat Fam
Club aFAM
Movie: at"HOa Dozen Babies-1999)1 Whose? Whose? The 700
your friends.
Boss?
Boss?
Pr.
Fresh
Fresh Pr.
Rose- 'RoseFresh Pr. Cosby
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
FuN Ilse. Father
Sponge Drake
NICK
and
work
of
'Designout
1Decorat
Getting
iSensIbie
****
Homes
House
House
Design
FiGTV
Homes • Sensible Decorst- Design- Design
professional
your
allowing
ShipPolice Videos
Job
My
!Hate
1:
Livei
iBlind
(In
Stereo
Raw
WWE
Scn
Crime
CSI:
SPIKE
responsibilities to take a back
00)
Rim'(20
to
"Reedy
Movie:
Raymond Raymond Omer riti'. -Little Micky"(2000)
Family
WTBS
Friends Friends Family
seat will take tremendous effort.
iliunter
Wolf
Rain
1
Inuyasha
es
Venture
Futurama Family
Knowing this, invite associat
In-Titans Static
Yu-GI-Oh! Coden- Foster
Ozzy
TOON
out for a late lunch, and let what is
Fake Out The Investigators .Forensic Forensic
Clues
Detective
Psychic
Forensic
Forensic
rs
The
Investigato
COURT
natural unfold. Tonight: In the
Comicview
ihlusic .Midnight Love
News
Cornicview
Movie
BET
limelight.
—Sexiest Women
t2O
Men
,20
Sexiest
Coyote Ugly
20 Sexiest Women Most Shocking
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
20 Sexiest Men
ClifTV
Omer. Beautiful
Val
the
d
(2033)
-Wonderlan
between
**
Movie:
***** Read
(left at Volhilta-(2003)'R' Alexan- Arleen Lite and
HBO
lines. What others don't say might
et
League-Gen
'HR'
'
(2033)
Lust"
(2003) Movie: "MAN
Owls:**S lbe Matrix Revolutions"(2003) Movie: ** 'Wrong rum"
MAX
be more significant than what
—
(2001)
Dust'
Mee*:
(2002)
Ale"
Of
RI Movie: l'he Heed
*Mc *** Totters Love Got f0 Do Wit /f- Movie: 'The Job"(2003)
SHOW
they do say. Detach and don't
Kim
Raven
So
lLithe
Proud
Ilioy
Even
Sister
trigger. Start thinking about a fall
MOOR itali "George al Pe Juigle"(1997) Lizzie
DISH
John Travoka 13' Movie: tirikli "Gker(1989,Ortims)'R'I
or winter getaway. Stop and get
(1965)
"Perfecr
at
Movie:
I
A'
CM"
(1903)
Big
"The
*a**
• Movie:
FLIX
some travel brochures Tonight
The Wire In Stereo) Family 'Movie: 'Down With Love(2003) irri'i "Zebra Lounge"
Lamm Prot The Sopranos!
H802
Follow the music.

STINE.

Rape that teen keeps secret
continues to haunt her mind

LookingBack
Elmus Moms in France, son
10 years ago
Geri Chilcutt, local Teddy of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Joe
Bear artist, was selected to Morrison.
In the November General
exhibit her collection at the
Jenks Teddy Bear convention Election Franklin D. Roosevelt
held Nov. 12 at First Christ- was elected to the fourth term
as president and Harry Truian Church, Jenks, Okla.
man as vice president of the
20 years ago
SEC Michael Cardin ot the United States; Noble J. GreKentucky National Guard pre- gory as congressman; Alben
sented certificates of war vet- W. Barkley as state senator;
erans at Fern Terrace Lodge. Gardie Lassiter, Lee Donelson
They were veterans of World and F.B. Crouch, Calloway
War I. World War H. Korean School Board; Mary Louise
Baker and A.B. Austin, MurConflict and Vietnam War.
ray City School Board; W.A.
30 years ago
A daring daylight robber Patterson, magistrate of Calmade off with men's rings with loway Fiscal Court.
70 years ago
a combined retail value of over
In the November General
$9,400 at Furches Jewelry Store
on the east side of Murray court- Election, W.V. Gregory was
square shortly after noon today. elected as congressman; and
J.W. Outland. Luther Robert40 years ago
Dr. Donald Hunter of Mur- son and George Hart to the Murray State College spoke about ray City School Board.
"Can We Afford Cheap EduDr. J.A. Outland, county
cation" at a meeting of Mur- health officer, has given a
warning against diptheria and
ray Kiwanis Club.
50 years ago
scarlet fever, He has asked for
The Quad-State Musical Fes- the cooperation of teachers,
tival will be Nov. 15 at Mur- doctors and individuals in preray State College with Prof. venting further spread. Itch has
Josiah Darnall as festival chair- also grown into a problem in
man and Prof. Robert Baar as the schools. Four cases of diphchoir director.
theria and five cases of scarlet fever have been reported.
60 years ago
Three men reported killed
Murray. Post 73 of Ameriin action were Pvt. James 0. can Legion held a memorial
Osbron in France, son of Mr. serviced for the 16th anniverand Mrs. Bob Osbron; Pvt. sary of Armistice Day Nov.
Vernon Luch in France, son 11 on the downtown courtof .ER. Luch; and Pvt. L.C. square. A parade was held prior
Byerly from wounds received to the service of more than
in France. son of Mr. and Mrs. 100 veterans, led by the Drum
Everett Byerly.
and Bugle Corps. Post ComMen reported wounded in mander R.H. Hood spoke on
action were Pvt. J.R. Smith in "Americanism."
Germany, son of Alvis Smith,
Births reported include a
and Pfc. John J. McCuiston boy to Mr. and Mrs. Courtin Italy. son of Mr. and Mrs. ney Starks, Nov. 2; a boy to
Chris McCuiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis McPherMen reported missing in son, Nov. 3: a boy to Mr. and
action were Cpl. R.C. Miller Mrs. Henry Rudd, Nov. 5; a
over Holland. son of Mr. and girl to Mr. and Mrs. Oren
Mrs. Dumas Miller, and Pvt. Chrisman, no date listed.

ContractBridge
The Evasion Principle
south dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
K 9 11 3
•A 7643
•8 7
472
WEST
EAST
464
4 --V K Q9
1 10 5
•A K 10 4
•Q96532
4A 1 9 3
46Q 106 5
SOUTH
4AQ110752
V8 2
•1
4K 114

The bidding:
South
4+

West

correct play at trick
two is to discard a heart! If he does.
he eventually makes the contract
after ruffing two of dummy's hearts,
establishing the 7-6 as tricks.
South has no assurance that the
heart discard will make the contract
- he still needs a 3-3 heart division
--- but it costs him nothing to lose
two diamond tricks right away
instead ofa diamond now and a heart
later. At the same time, the heart discard preserves the possibility of finding East with the ace of clubs, in
which ease the contract will come
home even if the hearts are divided
unfavorably.
Observe what happens if South
ruffs the diamond at trick two and
plays the ace and another heart. East
wins with the queen and returns a
club to sink the contract.
It is true that West can defeat the
contract by continuing with a low
diamond at trick two, or even by
shilling to a trump or a heart, but
these plays are easier to make on
paper than at the table.
Once West leads the ace of diamonds at trick two. South is in command. He simply substitutes a diamond loser for a heart loser, and, as
the cards lie, this substitutes victory
for defeat.
Declarer's

NORTH

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead -- king of diamonds.
Declarer often finds it more dangerous to have one defender on lead
than the other. In such cases, declarer
tries to shape his play so as to keep
the dangerous opponent out of the
lead.
• Here is an example of the principle at work. South is in four spades.
and West leads the king ofdiamonds
and continues with the ace. If South
ruffs the ace, he goes down one, losing a heart and two clubs plus the
first diamond.

,-2i0414.1411-t5torstuilcatch..

DEAR ABBY: lam a sophomore in high school. When
I was 13, I had a party while
my parents were not at home.
I got drunk,
and
my
boyfriend,
"Jimmy
Joe," raped
me. I tried
to
kill
myself
afterward,
but
was
unsuccessDear Abby
ful. I told
my
hest
By Abigail
friend that
Van Buren
Jimmy Joe
and I had broken up because
we never got to see each other.
Two years later, .1 had a
mental meltdown and told her
why I really broke up with
Jimmy Joe. She said I should
tell my father, since he and I
are really close.
Daddy has always trusted
me, and I'm afraid if I tell
him, he'll lose trust in me
because of the party I had
when he and Mom weren't
home. Because it has been so
long since it happened, and I
am over it now, is it even
worth telling him about it? - UNDECIDED IN KENTUCKY
DEAR UNDECIDED: Giving the party was wrong, but
the rape was not your fault.
Tell your father what happened.
He may be disappointed that
you broke the rules, but he
will also be concerned for your
welfare. You may discover that

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Nov. 13,
the 318th day of 2004. There
are 48 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 13, 1974, Karen
Silkwood, a technician and •
union activist at the KerrMcGee Cimarron plutonium
plant near Crescent, Okla., died
in a car crash while on her
way to meet a reporter.
On this date:
In 1775, during the American Revolution, U.S. forces
captured Montreal.
In 1789, Benjamin Franklin
wrote in a letter to a friend,
"In this world nothing can be
said to be certain, except death
and taxes."
In 1942, the minimum draft
age was lowered from 21 to
18.
In 1956, the Supreme Court
struck down laws calling for
racial segregation on public
buses.
In 1971. the U.S. space
probe Mariner 9 went into
orbit around Mars.
In 1977, the comic strip "Li'l
Abner" by Al Capp appeared
in newspapers for the last time.
In 1979, former California
Gov. Ronald Reagan announced
in New York his candidacy
for the Republican presidential nomination.
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One of ten
4 Hark wearers
9 USN rank
12 Mr Parseghian
of football
13 Heirloom
14 Split
15 Beet soup
17 Awkward
19 Detective s cry
20 011-road vehicle
21 Love to Picasso
24 Dark
28 Flowery scent
30 Rise (abbr 1
31 Switch position
32 Expert
33 Pounce
35 Admin head
36 13d0
37 Transmit
38 — Domingo
40 Car buyer
43 Not idle
44 Leave out
45 G ound
breaker

47 MontezuMa's
empire
49 In a nutshell
53 Fish eggs
54 Cliftside abode
56 Sultry — West
57 Back-fence
yowler
58 Refuges
59 Ms Thurman
DOWN

I Typewriter key
2 El Dorado loot
3 Sense organ
4 Triumphal
edifice
5 Fix up
6 Mi above sea
level
7 Prefix for two
8 Botany and
Physics
9 Moved very
slowly
10 Apple seed
11 —out
(withdraw)

by revealing what happened,
you become closer to both
your parents. It is never too
late to get help, and if this
episode were truly over, you
would not be having "meltdowns." There are crisis centers for rape victims,, and it
would benefit you to visit one
and tell your story. That's how
healing begins.
000

DEAR ABBY: I need help!
I have this friend who insists
on buying me gifts that I don't
want, like or need. She buys
me T-shirts that don't fit me,
among other items. She's driving me crazy. She says she
does it because I'm her best
friend. (She's not my best
friend.)
I have told her several times
to please stop spending her
money on me. She won't listen. Most of the gifts she gives
me end up going to charity.
Why does she do this? How
can I get her to stop spending and wasting her money? I
don't -- and won't -- buy her
anything. -- GOING CRAZY
IN PORTLAND
DEAR GOING CRAZY:
She does it because she wants
to be your best friend and she
knows she's not. She thinks
that if she keeps on giving, it
will persuade you to like her'
more. You can get her to stop
by refusing to accept the gifts.
Tell her you like her, but that
being on the receiving end all
the time makes you feel uncomfortable. A lot of people make
that mistake. They give and give
and give some more, and when
they don't get what they want
in return, they feel cheated.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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Causes
of aching legs
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm an
elderly female with aching legs.
I take vitamins E, C, lecithin,
calcium, iron and magnesium.
Am 1 taktoo
many vitamins, and is
this what's
causing the
severe pain?
DEAR
READER:
Aching legs
in
the eldDr. Gott
erly can he
caused by a
By
Dr. Peter Gott variety of
factors,
chiefly bad circulation from
arteriosclerosis. Other causes
include nocturnal leg cramps
(spasms at night) and restless
legs • syndrome (uncontrollable
aching and restlessness, usually at night).
• If your symptom is due to
deficient circulation, you will
need special testing, such as
an arteriogram, to identify the
location and extent of the arterial blockages. If the occlusions are severe, you may have
to consider surgery to unblock
the arteries.
Nocturnal leg cramps are
often helped by quinine, and
restless legs frequently respond
to the prescription drug Permax. As a general rule, aching
legs are not helped by vitamins or worsened by vitamin
overdose.
You should be examined by
your family physician to discover the reason your legs

ache.
DEAR DR. GOTT: One of
the warning signs of cancer is
unusual bleeding. For over a
year now I've been having
regular, periodic bleeding from
my right nostril only. I'm an
18-year-old female. I also spit
up blood coinciding with the
nosebleeds. At times, the bleeding lasts as long as 15 minutes. What do you think?
DEAR READER: Periodic
nosebleeds, especially in a
healthy adolescent, are almost
always due to a raw artery
within the nostril (not to nasal
cancer, which is extremely rare
in young people). As the skin
over the tiny artery becomes
denuded(from allergies or other
irritants), blood rushes forth,
some of which may drain down
the throat and later be coughed
up.
With repeated irritation
(including forceful nose-blowing), the artery may not have
a chance to heal completely.
and cycles of nosebleeds result.
The easiest and most permanent solution to the problem is cautery. Using an electric device or a chemical, the
doctor burns the open artery.
coagulating the defect. Once
healing takes place, the artery
won't bleed. See your doctor
for this definitive therapy.
If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott, they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave..
4th fl., New York, NY 10016.
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